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Controls First Car by
Radio

Now Owns a Radio
Store

"I operate the portable broadcast.

"The Radio business is rushing
just now. Building many Super

ng station in rear car, driving
front ear by Radio control. Will
operate this car from New York to "
' Frisco-13 months trip. Then we
take the car around the world
three years' tour. I owe it all to
you." Leo Paul, New York City.
i

Ileterod} mes, also doing installation and repairing. To your
course I owe all my success in
the Radio profession." A. J.
Ommodt, Bowman, N. Dak.
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You Can DoWhat

TheseNen Did!

IWillTrainYou at7lome

HERE'S WORK THAT IS

ALMOST ROMANCE!

toda Il aBiglPay Ramo iob
Get into the great new Big-pay Industry -Radio. If
you're earning a penny less than $50 a week, clip
coupon now. Send for AMAZING FREE BOOK,
"Rich Rewards in Radio." Why go along at $25 or $35
or $45 a week, when you could earn $50 to $250 in the same
six days, as a Radio Expert? Hundreds of N. R. I.
trained men are doing it -why can't you? I'll train you just c
as I trained them-just as I trained the men whose letters
you see on this page. I'll teach you quickly at home in
your spare time to be a Radio Expert, and draw down big
money for the easiest and most fascinating work in the
world.

eJnstrumentS
Given FREE of

$50 to $250 a Week as

Extra Cost All instruments

a RADIO EXPERT

sent to all my students free of
ex-ra cost under short time

who gets the big jobs of this profession

paying $75, $100, $200 a week and up. Free book
gives all the facts. Every day N.R.I. trained

special offer. Clip coupon now
out all about this big unequalled offer while you stil have
time to take advantage of it. This
training is intensely practical-these
instruments help you do the practical
work.

-find

men are taking good places in the Radio Seld -men
like you -men like those whose stories I show you
here. You can prepare just as they did by new practical methods, learn right at home in your spare
time. Lack of experience no drawback -common
schooling all you need. Our tested clear methods
make it easy for you. We guarantee to train you
successfully. Big Free Book contains all the

My Radio Training is

the "Famous Course
That Pays for Itself"

proof.

Make more money quick when
you take up this practical course.

Most amazing book on Radio
ever written -full of facts and
pictures -tells all about the great Ra-

show you how to in-

your earnings almost
from the start of your cours e

Howard B. Luce of
Friedens, Pa., made $320 in 7
weeks during his spare time.

"I am in business for myIf and recently made
$70 in one day. I was an
electrician of rich experi-

ence and was oecul.yinu a
splendid position as telephone
superintendent
when I enrolled s t h yair
course believing it would
open up greater opportunities -have not been
disappointed. Estimate
that Radio will be -worth
tens of thousands of dollars to me in the next f cw
scars." T. M. Wilcox,
Belle Island, Newfoundland.
i

-
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Chief Engineer
Station WEMC
"Please communicate with my
two junior operators here who

edgetof äädíó."Beingta grad.

nate of your cour,e I know
they COIlld do othing better
b,r do solve rthan study is
for it
the
success
in this spiofes;,.n ., to John E.

Fetzer. Chief Engineer, Station wEMC, Berrien Springs.
Michigan.

dio field, how we prepare you and
help you start. You can do what
others have done -GET THIS
BOOK. Send coupon today -no
obligation.

throngh practical pointers I

give you.

in one Day
for T. M. Wilcox

Clip Coupon Now

for FREE BOOK
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It's the trained man, the Radio Expert,

shown here and others

J. E. Smith, Pres.
NATIONAL RADIO

INSTITUTE

D. H. Suitt of Newport, Ark., writes
"While taking the course I earned in
spare time work approximately $000."
Earl Wright of Omaha reports making
$400 in a short time while taking his course
-working at Radio in his spare time only
Sylvester Senso, 207 Elm St., Kaulcana, Wis.,
made $500. These records not unusual -these
men are a few of hundreds.

Dept. Al3-7.

Washington,

D. C.

nrru sI1011'3

radaatr

1. ";parlaui in his own

Radio stere at (!.ic Çn,
III.
1ion. course rot
thecr dtt says J}
ui.1

And when you graduate, my big Free

Employment Department helps you get the job.
You get just the same preparation and assistance
toward success we gave C. C. Gielow, Chief Operator
of the Great Lakes Radio Telegraph Co., E. W. Novy,
Chief Operator of Station WRNY, Erle Chambers,
Radio Engineer for Stewart -Warner, J. E. Fetzer,
Chief Engineer of Station WEMC. The National Radio
Institute, established 1914, today offers you the same
opportunity these men had undera bond that guarantees
you full satisfaction or money refunded. It's your big
chance to get into the great Radio S,ld -mail coupon TODAY for my big Free Book and proof I
'talk

+Ì

"Accepted a position with the
Chicago Daily News Station WMMy Income practically doubled, thanks to your fine course. I
handle all consultation also do opAQ.

erating." Keith Kimball, Station

E.

Smith, President

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

Dept. AS -7 Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith: Without obligating me in
anyway, send me your free book "Rich Rewards in Radio" and all information about your
practical, home-study Radio course.

aieltle+StUtÿ eTtainißg-

Kimball With WMAQ
Chicago

WMAQ, Chicago, IL.

J.

Promoted to Big Job
"Just

liven made Sales Manager of this Radio firm -received a very good increase
in pay.
Up to present
have been getting salary
which in 3 months enabled me to purchase
new car.." R. Jones
Bay City Mich.

Name

Age

Street Address

Town

State
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6 %4Turns
1000 Kilocycles

Kilocycles

20,

(300 M.)

Yes! You can

14 Turns

tune to within
1- 1000th of an
inch with the

500 Kilocycles

(600 M.)

A
B

Karas Micrometric

H

to be able to secure
tuning that was as
fine as 1- 1000th of an inch? How would
you enjoy operating a set with condensers
equipped with vernier dials that had not a
five to one, nor a ten to one, nor even a
twenty to one, but that had a 63 to 1 ratio

AA= Oscillation Point
BB= Karas Equamatic System
CC = Tuned Radio Frequency and
Neutrodyne Systems

between the vernier knob and the condenser
Karas Micrometrics offer you this
shaft?
They are
remarkable hair -splitting control.
the only vernier dials made which do this.
And they accomplish it without a particle or
backlash.
Karas Micrometrics use no cams,
or other unreliable friction devices. They never
pause, jerk or slip; just a liquid -like smoothness of operation. You should equip your set
with Micrometrics. You will be amazed at
the ease with which you can bring in stations
you could never bring in before.
Order them today from your dealer, or if he
cannot supply you, order direct from us. Price,
each, $3.50.

Why is the Karas Equamatic the most
efficient receiver ever designed?
attended the great radio
shows in New York and Chicago do not
need to be told that the Karas Equamatic Receiver was not only the biggest
new thing on exhibition there, but also the
most talked about new receiver of either show.
Every visitor at both shows was given a
new thrill when he observed how Karas had
solved the last and most baffling problem of
radio.
All who have heard this sensationally successful receiver-all who have built Karas Equamatics for themselves -have been amazed at
its flexibility
selectivity-its great volume
-its remarkable tone,
while at the same time
marveling at the innate simplicity of the set
and the ease with which anyone, without even
a particle of radio experience, can quickly build
the Equamatic and enjoy the possession of a
receiver which is the last word in efficiency.
YO U who have

-its

The Hidden Secret of Equamatic Efficiency

The efficiency of the Karas Equamatic lies
in its uncanny ability to maintain the tubes at
their very highest point of efficiency-just below

the oscillation point.
Radio engineers have
known for years that this was desirable, but
only Karas has been able to design a receiver
that accomplishes this -not occasionally -not
at certain points of the dials -but AT EVERY
WAVE LENGTH SETTING FROM 200 to
600 METERS! You can turn the dials of the
Equamatic from one end of the scale to the
other and the set will not lose one particle of
its efficiency at any point. The tubes positively
will not break into oscillation. Yet the slightest
change in the rheostat setting will permit them
to oscillate.
All of this has been achieved in the Karas
Equamatic by providing a continuously equal
transfer of energy between the primary and
secondary of the inductance coils at all wave
length settings of the dials between 200 and
600 meters, and by making this transfer of
energy at all times the practical maximum
necessary to keep the tubes exactly under their
oscillation point. No other set ever did this
before. No other set does this now.

Note the Three Lines on the Chart
In the chart shown above the line AA represents the oscillation point of a tube between
200 and 600 meters. The line BB, directly
below this, is the point at which the tube will
operate at its highest efficiency, and is also
the point at which the radio frequency tubes
in the Karas Equamatic operate at all wave
lengths. The curved line CC indicates the
tube efficiency of a tube in an ordinary tuned
radio frequency set and in the neutrodyne circuit.
Note that the line CC falls far below the
oscillation point at its right hand end, i. e., at
low frequencies. Note also that such sets as
tuned radio frequency and neutrodyne receivers
approach the efficiency of the Karas Equamatic
Receiver at only one point between 200 and
600 meters (this point being where the curve
CC almost but not quite touches the line BB.)
At this one point in the broadcast wave band,

KARAS ELECTRIC CO.,

O W would you like
a vernier action in

and at this point only, do these sets come
anywhere within range of Equamatic efficiency.
If various stabilizers and other so- called losser
methods of control were not used to keep the
tubes from breaking into oscillation when tuned
to the shorter wave lengths the curve of these
sets would extend far above the lines AA and
BB, as indicated by the dotted upper portion
of the line CC. Due to these losser methods
the tube efficiency of such sets at the shorter
wave lengths falls away from the desired optimum line BB, at which the Equamatic System
always maintains the Karas Equamatic Receiver.

Equamatic

System Licensed under King
Patents Pending.

Essential Parts of the Karas
Equamatic Sensation
Equamatic Inductance Coils

are packed three in a carton, and come to you with
complete manual of simple
diagrams and instructions,
all necessary nuts, screws
and binding posts, ready
for mounting in your receiver. Price, set of three coils..$12.00

Karas Special 17 -Plate Orthometric Condensers, three of which

Note that the left hand end of the line AA
are used in the
represents 200 meters, and the right hand end
Equamatic Re600 meters, while the center represents 300
ceiver, have
meters. Since the impedance of an inductance
special extendvaries with the frequency and the amount of
ed shafts upon
energy transferred from primary to secondary
which to mount
varies with the impedance. a primary coil must
t h e primary
have much greater inductance to tune to 600
coils of the
meters than will be needed to tune to 200
Inductances.
meters. Assume that these values are 14 turns
Price, ea.$7.00
of primary for the longer wave and 3% turns
Karas
Harmonik
Audio
Frefor the shorter.
quency Amplifying Transformers
One Hundred Coils in One
are essential to the
The Raras Equamatic Receiver automatically
tone quality sucprovides the exact number of turns of primar
cess of the Equafor EVERY WAVE LENGTH SETTINQ
Receiver.
matic
OF THE DIALS -its ingeniously designe
Two of these are
Inductance Coils accomplish what could only
used for the two
be done otherwise with a hundred separate
stages of Audio
inductances, each of the proper value for a
frequency amplificertain wave length-and the tubes thus are
P r i c e,
cation.
kept at precisely their proper point for highest
$7.00
each
efficiency operation -just below their oscillation
Retard
Coils,
Equamatic
Karas
point. The primary coil is mounted upon the
two of which are used, were designed
extended shaft of the Karas Orthometric Variespecially for the Equamatic System.
able Condenser at an angle of 58 degrees,
$1.00
Price each
which gives, in effect, the precise number of
turns or parts of a turn needed to furnish
Sub -Panel
Karas
Equamatic
the continuously increased inductance for each
To insure the necessary
Brackets.
succeeding longer wave length.
exact positions of primary and secondary coils these brackets are essential.
You, Too, Can Build This Great Receiver
70c
Price, set of three
Anyone, even without set -building experience,
Karas Micrometric Dial. It has
can build this wonder set in a short time. We
a 63 to
vernier and tunes to 1 /1000
furnish a complete manual of simple, easily unof an inch. Price
$3.50
derstood assembly instructions
with every set of three Karas
Equamatic Inductance Coils. We
KARAS ELECTRIC CO., 1111 Association Bldg., Chicago, Illinois
supply every nut, screw, binding I
Please send me set of 3 Equamatic Inductance Coils
post, for mounting all the parts.
Condensers with extended
$12.00; 3 special Orthometric
In addition to the Karas parts
shafts, $7.00 each; 3 Micrometric Vernier Dials, $3.50 each;
listed in the coupon you will
2 Harmonik Audio Transformers, $7.00 each; 2 Equamatic
need certain other standard parts I Retard Coils, $1.00 each; and 3 sub -panel brackets, 70e, for
which I will pay postman $60.20, plus postage, upon delivery.
easily obtainable anywhere. Your
It is understood that I have the privilege of returning any
dealer can supply these. If he
of this apparatus for full refund any time within 30 days if
is out of stock you may order
it does not prove entirely satisfactory.
Karas parts direct from us by
Name
filling out and mailing the couAddress
pon below.
SEND NO
State
City
MONEY. Just hand the post(If cash accompanies order we will ship postpaid)
man the price of the Karas parts
plus a few cents postage. MAIL
1

r

1

THE COUPON NOW!

1111 Association Building, Chicago.
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WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT -FOR JANUARY
OF all the radio engineers who have contributed to the set building
activities of American experimenters, there is probably no one as
popular as Glenn H. Browning, better known to his associates as Brownie.
Endowed with an unusually likable personality, he has a background of
education which is essential to the engineer, coupled with an understand
ing of the requirements of the set builders, gained with long and intimate
experience with radio successes and failures. His idea of an eliminator
and amplifier is shown in the first article in this month's issue.

thought you'd like to see the place where A. II. Ghirardi is
teaching New York boys the radio course which is running in
Radio Mechanics. Therefore, we got some pictures that show what his
radio class room looks like. And now you can see what a wonderf d
place it is, and understand why his boys are such radio bugs.
WE

THERE is another prize contest this month.

Better write out that
pet name you have for your own set and see if it will fit the very
snappy outfit that has made such a stir in Boston. It may be worth a
hundred dollars.

NOT all the good ideas come from the big cities. Sometimes the fellows in the country step out with pretty good things. This applies
to the idea of regulating the B eliminator with a glow tube. It came
about thru sheer necessity, for the man in the small town who wants to
be right up with the times can't get satisfactory results on an eliminator
run from a fluctuating line voltage supply. But the 171 Compact eliminator has many points to recommend it to city dwellers, and they can just
leave out the glow tube if they do not find it essential to good operation.
BE sure to read about Bill, Bud, and the Bride. There may be some
pointers for you in Bud's story, or you may have some friends who
will profit by looking it over. When these boys finish school and, with
the money they're saving up, open their own radio store, they certainly
ought to make a success of it.
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SOME additional information on the Junior Broadcaster

is given by
M. B. Sleeper. Lots of people still don't seem to believe that it's
possible to talk by radio telephone over a range of 10 or 15 miles with
a little outfit run from B batteries. But it's just as practical and easy to
do as operating a broadcast receiver.

LOTS of times a few suggestions will take out all of the trouble from
those tricky jobs that are so hard unless you know just how to do
them. P. J. Gray seems to have a lot of tricks up his sleeve, some of
which he tells about in this issue.

YES, sir, you can run a home made radio set from the light socket.
John Grabar presents the method developed at our Radio Hill
Laboratory -and the first method ever shown in a radio magazine. Of
course, anyone can hook up a B eliminator with a storage battery and
trickle charger, but that is a makeshift method, with nothing original
about it. The 01 -ABC eliminator is new in principle as well as appearance. It can be applied to any kind of set, and, without any extra expense, takes the place of all batteries. Don't wish you had an A. C.
operated set. Make one.

HAVE you heard about the tests on short wave radio telephone which
are being made from WGY? They are being made with the assistance of radio.listeners all over the world. Why not get in on it? Build
the little Peanut short wave receiver, and take part in the tests. You
can get the details by writing WGY.

RADIO MECHANICS
Issued Monthly by RADIO MECHANICS, INC.
Publication Office -Lyon Block, Albany, N. Y.
Business Office, Radio Hill, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
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Contributions, concerning any application of radio
in the home, are solicited from our readers, and
will be paid for upon publication. Remember that
good photographs are necessary. Hae them taken
by a professional photographer. The publishers
will make an additional payment for photographs.
Pictures of installations in homes are particularly
solicited. $10.00 will be paid for each photograph
accepted.
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R -200
Amplifying Transformer

I

The transformer for the musical epicure.
Has unusually faithful reproductive powers.
Specified on such quality receivers
Q00
as Zenith, Kennedy and Howard... (J

Standard

a

e

.

Amplifying Transformer

reproducing transformer suitable for
the requirements of the average ear
2
to 1 ratio
$5.00
3% to 1 ratio
4.00
6
to 1 ratio
4.50
A good

MUSICAL PERFORMANCE/

I

Autoformer
All Frequency
Impedence Amplifier

Amplifies every note in the musical scale.
An impedance with a step -up ratio, giving
the even amplification of the impedance
with the amplification. increase
$500

tho 'en, Brahms -- would
you listen with rapture to the rendition
of their master pieces by the "hungry six"
corner band? You would not!
Then why distort the masterful programs of the better
broadcasting stations to the
"hungry six" type of reception
when Thordarson transformers
are available at every dealer's?
Thordarson transformers are found
in the majority of quality receivers, where
musical performance is the first consideration
conclusive proof of the musical
supremacy of Thordarson amplification.

J

of the transformer

Tschaikowsky, Bee

,,tlá

."-

R -210

Power Compact

A complete foundation unit for power amplification and B- supply. Contains a power
supply transformer and two chokes for
power amplifier using UX -210
power tube

$2000

/

'

R-171
Power Compact

Similar to the R -210 type but designed for
UX -171 power tubé and Raytheon rectifier.
Contains buffer condensers as well as power
supply transformer and
$1500'
chokes

J

j

-A

R -197

Power Supply

Transformer

Power Supply Transformer designed for
B- supply using the R. C. A. UX -213 type
full wave rectifying tube. Will
$'700
supply up to 180 volts B,
A

........

TIIORDARSON
RAD O
TRANS FORMERS

MI

R-196

30 Henry Choke

Designed either as a filter or an output
choke. Completely shielded. Current carrying capacity 80 MA. Inductance 30 henries. D. C. resistance 280
$ 00
ohms

J

I

L.,

R -76
Speaker Coupling

Transformer
An output transformer 'designed as a pro-

tective device to keep the high direct current
voltage of power amplification out $600
of the speaker unit

;:;;;i
q p

oi:4

Th

Standard
the

d }inest

`erald á

manyothers

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
`'Transformer
Specialists Since 1895

WORLDS OLDEST AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS

'luron and Kingsbury Streets -- Chicago.Ill. USA.
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M. B.'s own page about radio, having
fun, and other important things

JANUARY,

1927, sees radio starting off

with some brand new things which will
have a great effect upon the activities of both
set builders and manufacturers alike.

Gradual changes in the attitude of the public and the companies supplying parts as well
as complete sets has just about turned radio

inside out.

Time was when radio parts were bought
by everyone, because everyone had the urge
to own something with which he could hear
radio broadcasting. But no more.

The grown man who buys radio parts is
the one who, still with a boy's heart, loves ti
play at making things. Before radio came
along, he probably just tinkered around the
house, finding no better way to express that
inborn fondness of every American for the
constructive application of his spare time.
The boy who puts away every extra nickel
to spend at the radio store is the one who,
having exhausted the possibilities of mechanical toys, miniature railroads, and such things
develops naturally into a radio bug.
Man or boy, radio has become America's
greatest in -door sport. It is not a matter of
putting some instruments together to satisfy
the incredulous that it really is possible to get
music from the air.
"We want to have some fun!" is demand
of the set builder or experimenter today.
Quality? Yes. Distance? Of course. Selectivity? To be sure.

Mechanics-not to make our readers technical experts, but just to help out in having fun
from this greatest of in -door sports.

That's why the sets described are not offered
as world- beaters in distance or volume. We
put all there is in range and quality into our
original designs, but we know, and you know,
that the man who wants nothing more than
music from a radio set should go to a reliable
dealer, buy his set, and arrange to have it
serviced for him.

Correspondence from our readers show that
a large number of the most enthusiastic home
set builders have bought sets for their families
because, building up and tearing down all the
time, they can't depend upon themselves to
provide radio entertainment for the household.

American radio manufacturers, realizing
the requirements of the set buyers, are making
sets which are years ahead of the equipment
to be found anywhere abroad, leading in simplicity of operation, in quality of reproduction, in economy of manufacture, and in service. Considering the time in which the art
has developed, the radio -set-dollar wisely
spent brings back full value, and more intrinsic value than the same amount spent for
parts.
But the fun, and instruction, and recreation
that comes free with a kit of parts, assembled
in the little shop down cellar or on the kitchen
table, can't be bought with money. It has to
be experienced
!

So we have set out to make Radio
But those are essential only as they conMechanics
the magazine that will help you
tribute to the fun of radio. Above all those
factors is the importance of being able to to do interesting things with what you have
make radio things which employ designs and already, or to do new things which are right
methods in advance of commercial practice, up with, or ahead of, the best commercial
practice -and to have a good time doing
if possible, or are at least abreast of it.
them.
That is radio as we, at Radio Hill, are
working to present it to the readers of Radio
M. B. SLEEPER, Editor.
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FREE!

One Complete Set of

Stevens Spintite Wrenches
By Special Arrangement with the

manufacturer, Radio Mech2nics
is able to offer one complete
set of STEVENS SPINTITES
with a year's subscription to
the magazine. Spintites are
available for either round or
hexagonal nuts. Specify
type desired.

Don't underestimate
the value of TIGHT
CONNECTIONS!
The best built set in
the world won't
operate if it leaks.
Spintites get i n t o
the cramped places
where pliers are useless. With vise -like
pressure, they make
connections as solid
as if soldered.

goes over
projecting
'creWt

Every

Set Owner
Should Go Over His
Set periodically and

tighten

ONLY A LIMITED
NUMBER OF SPINTITES
AVAILABLE.

ïiolka stem

all non -

soldered connections.

Spintites
are
essential.
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ROMANCE

IN

THE CELLAR

Give a fellow a chance to sneak off down cellar
where he can, be by himself, playing with radio,
and you won't have to hide his overshoes to keep
him in this winter
.

RADIO MECHANICS
VOLUME I

JANUARY, 1927

NUMBER 4

BROWNING'S ELIMINATOR DISCLOSED
How Glenn Browning, Radio's Most Popular Engineer, Built the
B Eliminator and Power Amplifier Which He Uses in
His Own Home
HOLLIS
carne
usual, Hallowe'en
AS along at the tail end of October this year, which means little
when applied to radio. However,
I was invited to G. H. Browning's
new home in Winchester, Mass.,
for a Hallowe'en party, and this
turned out to have a great deal to
do with radio.
G. H. Browning, as you probably
know, developed the Browning Drake circuit. Therefore, I was
doubly pleased with my invitation
to his home: first, because he always provides interesting entertainment second, because I knew he
would have some new and unusual
radio outfit or accessory.
;

DE

N I :I'.FF.

reached Glenn Browning's
I
home about seven o'clock in the
evening, and was greeted at the
door by "Brownie" himself, as well
as by a flood of beautiful music
such as I have seldom heard before.
"For the love of static!" I said
to him, after the formalities of
greeting were over, "Did you hire
a special orchestra for this occa-

sion?"
Brownie laughed. "Why," he
answered, "that's the radio, and I
Y'ou, too, can operate a threefoot cone with this unit, or get
better volume front your small
cone

hear nothing so unusual about toPossibly you
night's reception.
hadn't noticed that," and he pointed
to a three -foot cone speaker standing in a corner behind the davenport.
"Yes, it's true that I didn't see
that," I told him, "and that's one
of the best speakers that money
can buy. However, the best cone
made can't give such performance
on a poor set. Where's your receiver ?"
Brownie laughed again. "You
nee," he said, "I wired the house
for radio. I plug the loudspeaker
in here," and he indicated one of
the new base outlets set into the
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baseboard. "I found it was very
annoying, both to my guests and
me, to have someone twisting the
dials continuously, and jumping
from one station to another, so I
installed the receiver on the third
floor. Now, I pick out the station that is transmitting the best
all around entertainment each evening, tune the set to its wave, and
there you are."
"But what about controlling the
volume. and switching the set on
and off ?" I asked him. "It seems
to me that it must be very inconvenient to climb up and down the
stairs everytime you want to listen
to the radio, or don't want to, as
the case may be."

Schematic diagram of the eliminator and power amplifier as
G. H. Browning made it

"That part is easy," Brownie explained, "here is the volume control," and he reached down to turn
a small knob on the outlet. Instantly, the music was subdued to
a soothing whisper. He turned the
knob to the other end of its arc,
and the whole house was again
"For the
flooded with music.
Trying out the quality from the
Browning eliminator and power
amplifier. Not a trace of hum
could be heard

switch," he said, "I use remote
control on one of the new automatic power switches. Come on
upstairs and I'll show you."
Despite the fact that I noticed
some interesting activities in the
dining room, and that I had a ravenous appetite, whetted by a two
hundred mile drive, I lost no time
in following him. When we reached
the third floor, I forgot dinner, and
even the fact that I was hungry.
Brownie had one of the neatest
experimenters' layouts that I had
ever seen. It would take too much
space here to describe it all, so I
will have to skip over the parts
which do not relate to this story.
A factory built Browning -Drake
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receiver occupied a prominent position, as was to be expected. Evidently, as an inspection of its tubes
revealed, it was furnishing that
wonderful music, which was still
clearly audible from downstairs.
However, I knew that this receiver
employed only three stages of
resistance coupled audio, so I made
the obvious inquiry.
"Brownie," I said, "what have
you discovered that enables you to
get such enormous volume from this
set ? You are holding something
back. I think you've got a new one
up your sleeve."
"I have a new one, all right,"
Brownie replied, "but I am not holding it back. In fact, here it is."
He pulled one multiple plug from
an outlet plate set in the top of his
workbench, and inserted another.
"Just switching from B eliminator
to batteries," he explained. "Now,
here is the outfit," and he lifted a
neat array of apparatus onto the
table.
"I have realized for a long time,"
Brownie went on, "the shortcomings of a resistance coupled amplifier. While it delivers a practically
perfect signal to the speaker, it may
be somewhat lacking in power, when
used with certain speakers. The
new power amplifiers are fine, but
you cannot attach one stage of
transformer coupled amplification
to three steps of resistance. without
encountering battery complications.
Briefly, what I did was this : I
combined a B eliminator with a
stage of resistance -coupled power
amplification. You have just been
listening to the result."
"Great stuff, Brownie," I said,
"give me some more technical dope
on this outfit, because I know it
will be of interest to the readers of
RADIO MECHANICS."

Brownie drew out a free hand
schematic diagram, and gave me
some very interesting, helpful, and
valuable suggestions.
As is to be expected from apparatus designed and approved by
Glenn Browning, this B eliminator
and power amplifier possesses a
number of excellent features that
have not been incorporated in such
equipment before.
The input to the power amplifier
stage is resistance coupled, and this
can be directly added to the output
of any three stage resistance coupled
set without difficulty. For instance,

this outfit is ideally suited for use
with the Browning -Drake Five, as
described in the October number of
RADIO MECHANICS.

However, there will be a large
number of set owners who would
like to use this quality amplifier
with some other receiver, which may
use a different form of amplification. To take care of this need, a
stage of impedance coupled audio is
also incorporated in the outfit, and
the changeover from one type of
amplification to the other is readily
accomplished by throwing one small
switch. The method by which this
is done, and the wiring and assembly
simplified, is novel, and merits more
than passing mention.
The impedaformer, as used here,
contains the impedance, coupling
condenser, and grid leak in one case.
Those of you who are familiar with
impedance and resistance coupling,

PARTS LIST FOR THE
LABORATORY MODEL
These parts were used in
the original model described
in this article. It is recommended that the novice follow this list, but the experienced constructor may be
able to make substitutions
which are of equivalent
mechanical and electrical
characteristics.
1
1
1

1

Panel 7 by 18 by 3/16 in., Bakelite or hard rubber.
Base board 12 by 17 by 1/2 in.,
wood.
Power transformer -National Co.
Choke unit, type 80- National
Co.

1

Condenser bank- National Co.
Impedaformer, second or third

1
2

Tone filter-National Co.
E-5 Bradleyohms-Allen- Bradley

1

E-10

1

stage -National Co.
Co.

2
1

Bradleyohm-Allen -Bradley

Co.
2,000 -ohm
ley Co.
10,000 -ohm
ley Co.

resistors- Allen-Brad-

resistor-Allen -Brad-

1

Milliammeter, 0 -50, Weston Instrument Co.
Double resistor mounts -A. H.
Lynch.
0.1
Megohm resistor-A. H.

1

Automatic power switch Yaxley

1

2

Lynch.

Mfg. Co.

1
1
1

2
6
2

-

Coil flexible hook-up wire -Belden Mfg. Co.

Junior jack-Yaxley Mfg. Co.
Junior switch -Yaxley Mfg. Co.

UX sockets -Pacent Electric Co.
Binding posts-Eby Mfg. Co.
Doz. No. 6, round head, wood
screws, 14 in.

know that the two methods are very
similar. In one, the B voltage is
applied to the plate of the preceding
tube through an impedance, and in
the other method, the tube receives
this voltage through a resistance.
Both are coupled to the grid of the
next tube through a condenser, and
both employ a grid leak.
In the system used here, the same
grid leak and coupling condenser
are used for both forms of amplification. One input binding post is
connected to one end of the resistance and also to one end of the im
pedance. The other input binding
post is brought to the center of a
single pole, double throw switch.
When the switch is in one position,
the voltage is applied through the
impedance, and when the switch is
thrown to its other position, the B
voltage is applied through the resistance. Simple, isn't it ?
Some of you may have tried B
battery eliminators on resistance
coupled amplifiers, and secured results. A trouble sometimes encountered is known as "steamboating,"
on account of the chugging sound
created in the loud speaker. Space
does not permit here a discussion of
why this sometimes occurs, but it
can be stopped easily. It is merely
necessary to connect an additional
4 mfd. filter condenser across the
output terminals of the eliminator.
To simplify the operation of the
outfit, one of the new automatic
power switches has been built into
the assembly. This switch automatically controls the eliminator and
amplifier from the filament switch
on the receiver, and in addition
turns on the trickle charger when
the set is shut off. Thus it is not
necessary to change a lot of connections and plugs whenever the receiver is to be put in operation.
The milliammeter on the front
panel serves a double purpose.
First, it indicates the amount of B
current consumed by the receiver
and amplifier ; second, it shows
when distortion and overloading are
present, by the flickering of the
needle.
One very important point has
been generally overlooked by the
designers of B eliminators and
power amplifiers which use the new
Raytheon BH tube for rectification,
and the 171 tube for the power
amplifier. The maximum voltage
(Continued on page 185)
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IT LOOKED LIKE THIS
Just as neat and trim as can be, everything in
lacquered metal cases. The tneter is an important
adiuuct to correct adjustment
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High Schools All Over the Country Are Making Radio Teach
Electricity and Physics
OUR SCHOOL ROOM

"a

it really true," a school teac:aer wrote us "i'''t :Ir
Radio Physis Course in Radio A eheinics is bring g ;z ca
"Yes," was ou rni': a New York high school?"
j atic reply, and here is the school room, ezen fa Wr.
GJiirardi hi; 'self, standing at th' extreme rijht n Jie
picture belt-v.v.

-

Ghirar..li is not making radio experts of th ?se
This -ourse is a part of their study of
ph2sics and chemistry, to c'ntribnt? to their wo-king knowledge of natural pAenomena.
1111.

boys.

-

"Is radi) enthusiasm dying o.t ?" we are asked.
Well, look at Young Americe in the schools, and
see how avidly the boys eat at ciresits and their
mathematics. They learn ane love to when they
can see real applications for tae things they study.
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TAKE ANOTHER SHOT AT THE $100
Here's

a Set

for You to Name That Has Enough Special Featurc.
to Make It Easy to Pick a Good One

WHETHER you like Boston or
think it's terrible, if you are
familiar with the City and its people, you are sure to sense a par-

ticular power of discrimination
which, if cold, is highly effective.
And if you are acquainted with
the ins and outs of radio there,
you know that Boston is typically
itself in the matter of radio sets.
It has to be, about radio, because
there is an interference situation in
that section as trying as in centers
where there are even more local
broadcasting stations. More than
that, Boston will have good music
or none.
BOSTON ACCEPTS A NEW RECEIVER

Beacon Street, the focal point of
New England's discriminatory
powers, is noticeably bare of radio
antennas, in the past because it has
not been able to bring in broadcast
entertainment with acceptable quality and freedom from interference,
for peanut stands, rock crushers,
motor boats, and similar distractions are simply not permitted.
Typically setting standards of
its own, Beacon Street has now accepted radio-and still no antennas
will be seen, for the set which has
met and conquered Boston's interference problem, and measures up
to Boston's standard of reproduction, is loop operated.

A NAME

FOR

THIS SET

RADIO MECHANICS is to have the
privilege of disclosing for the
benefit of everyone this very unusual set, and RADIO MECHANICS,
in turn, invites your assistance in
giving it a name. It is one of those
unusual designs which in its own
locality, has achieved over -night
popularity because in design and
operation it is without a flaw. It
is small, very moderated in cost,
easy enough for anyone to tune,
and it can be moved around the
house, since it uses a loop antenna.

WHAT THIS SET DOES

This new receiver was designed
primarily for local reception, for

the extreme sensitiveness of a long
range circuit is necessarily responsive to extraneous disturbances.
Combining loop operation with the
circuit used makes the tuning highly
selective without being critical. As
for the audio amplification-put a
cone speaker which is capable of
doing justice to accurate amplification on this receiver and you just
can't find fault with it.
This outfit is intended for cities
where there is trouble from interference, and for outlying districts
within a radius of 25 miles from
the broadcasting stations. Not that
it is incapable of greater range, for
sets of this sort have repeatedly
covered upward of 1,000 miles, but
distant reception is not the purpose
of the design.

$100.00
HEN Boston accepts
a new radio circuit
as being free from interference and capable of bringing
in music that measures up to
Boston's standards, it deserves the best name that we
can find for it.

One hundred dollars in gold
will be paid you if you can
think up a suitable name for
this set. The judges will select as the winning name the
one which has that popular,
easy -to- remember sound that
will help to make this new
loop- operated set as widely accepted all over the United
States and Canada as it has
been in Boston.

A hundred dollars will buy
a lot of things you want. And
here's your chance to get
them. Put on your thinking
cap.
Read the instructions,
send in your names, and
watch the March issue of
RADIO MECHANICS for the
results. The prize will be
awarded on February 25th.

How

TO SELECT A

NAME

In the November name contest,
the word "super" was used in more
than half the names submitted. This
word has been used so much in
connection with radio that it has
lost its real significance. The name
which will win the prize will be one
which lends itself to popular usage.
It is not essential that it be descriptive. It may not suggest the special features of the set at all, or
even indicate that it is applied to a
radio outfit. The first test of a
suitable name is that it is easy to
pronounce and easy to remember.
RULES OF THE CONTEST

The prize of one hundred dollars
in gold will be paid to the person
who sends in the name which, in
the opinion of the judges, is most

suitable for the unusual character
of the set for which it is to be
used.
In case of a tie, the full amount
will be paid to each tying contestant.
Each contestant may send in one,
two, or three names. More will
not be considered.
Your letter or postcard must be
marked "Name Contest," and must
bear your name and address printed
clearly.
The sheet bearing your suggestions for names must not carry any
other correspondence.
Letters must be postmarked before midnight, January 20th. The
prize of one hundred dollars in
gold will be mailed to the winner on
February 25th, and the result of
the contest announced in the March
issue of RADIO MECHANICS.
Now get your mind to work
and pick out a name for the new
loop-operated set.
Address your letter or postcard
to Name Contest Editor, RADIO
MECHANICS, Radio dill, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

-

SEE PAGE 184 FOR LAST
MONTH'S PRIZE ANNOUNCE MENT.

Radio Mechanics

STUDY EACH

STEP

It saves time if you check each step of
assembly as you go along. Don't try
to rush thin the job, for haste always
makes trouble for the radio constructor
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GLOW TUBE

REGULATES. RAYTHEON

No More Unsteady B Voltage from ElirninatorsSince.Rädio Hill
Applies Glow Tube to the Raytheon Circuit
GEORGE LESLIE
YE gods and little fishes Why
1 in the world dial I ever discard my B batteries and bother with
this pesky eliminator ? After spending all my spare time and cash on
it, I can't sit down and enjoy even
a single selection."
You can't
blame the poor fellow for this outburst of pent -up feeling. He heard
so much about B eliminators that he
invested in an expensive outfit, only
to find that, when he hooked it up,
even the nearest station seemed to
fade periodically.
Naturally, he
suspected the eliminator, but could
not locate the cause. However he
did notice that when the lights
dimmed, the volume decreased and
only regained its normal value when
the lights were at their former brilliancy.
In some sections of the country
the lighting voltage is not constant
but varies at times as much as 20

«

!

to 25 volts from the nominal value.
Particularly in small communities it
is nothing unusual to have the lights
go dim for fifteen minutes at a time.
Of course, with this change fed into
the ordinary eliminator, reception is

anything but satisfactory.
We have developed in the Radio
Mechanics Laboratory at Radio Hill,
a B eliminator that gives a steady,
fixed output on the 90-volt tap, regardless of the line voltage fluctuations. This is the first design
offered to the home constructor
which uses a voltage regulator in
conjunction with a Raytheon tube
to keep the B voltage output constant, regardless of changing voltage in the A. C. line. So excellently
has this outfit worked out that we
decided to incorporate it into our
laboratory power plant. In fact,
this model was designed to overcome the difficulty mentioned above.

It should prove a great boon to
radio fans in small towns where
the power companies are not as
careful as in the city in controlling
the lighting voltage.
But these are not the only merits
possessed by this eliminator. There
are many other improvements incorporated, which will recommend
it to all fans. The whole outfit is
built around a unique power compact. As the name indicates, it incorporates within one case all the
most necessary parts of a good
eliminator. It includes the power
transformer, two choke coils, a new
kind of filament secondary winding
and the two .1 -mfd. buffer condensers which must be used with the
Raytheon tube.
Of particular interest in the compact is the filament winding. It can
be used to light the filament of a
power tube direct with A. C., with-

Radio Mechanics
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ELIMINATORS
NOW A
SUCCESS IN
THE COUNTRY
The idea of using an 874 glow
tube with the Raytheon, originated at the Radio Hill laboratory, now makes it both practical and satisfactory to use
the B eliminator in small
towns and rural sections where
the A. C. current supply is too
unsteady to produce dependable
B voltage front ordinary eliminatars

out rectifying. To do this successfully, it is essential that the exact
electrical center of the secondary be
connected to the grid return of the
power tube. Many methods have
been developed by manufacturers to
locate this center, but none proved
very satisfactory. Here the problem is solved in a very easy and
simple manner. Two coils, of exactly the same electrical characteristics are connected together. Their
common point is taken as the center
tap.
The 171 Compact is not only an
eliminator, but a power amplifier as
well. Many sets do not make provision for the use of the latest power
tubes, such as the UX -171. With
this eliminator and power amplifier
attached to your old set, you will
get volume and quality comparable

to the output of any of the latest
model receivers. The combination
of the voltage -regulated eliminator
and the high quality amplifier is
hard to heat.
THE ELIMINATOR CIRCUIT
The rectifier and filter are connected in the usual manner. A condenser block containing two 2.-mf d.,
one 8.-mfd., one 1. -mfd., and one
.5 -mfd. condenser is used in the
The wiring
eliminator circuit.
diagram will show that the 8 -mfd.
condenser has been placed across
the filter output. This added capacity does away with the last trace
of hum. In fact I am willing to
guarantee that with this eliminator
attached to any set, operation will
be as quiet and stable as with a set
of fresh B batteries- The 1 and

the .5 -mfd. condensers by -pass the
resistances in the eliminator.
The maximum output of this
eliminator is 85 mils at 200 volts.
Since a power tube is included here,
it was deemed sufficient to supply
to the receiver only 45 and 90 volts.
The detector voltage is variable over
a wide range. Now -a -days, a variable 45 -volt tap is absolutely necessary. Some circuits will work well
with 22 volts on the detector plate,
while the majority demand about
40 volts. Then again, the latest
type of gaseous detector tube can
be used and the voltage adjusted for
maximum sensitivity.
THE GLOW TUBE

The voltage regulator is a special
tube, having only two elements. It

January,
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GIVE THE BOY
A CHANCE
TO LEARN ABOUT
RADIO THINGS
Radio is the greatest instructive
influence with which a boy can
corne in contact. Let your boy
get in on set building. Give
hi,n a chance at grasping the
mechanical and electrical things
which radio construction can
teach. You'll be surprised to
see how quickly he can master
them

has been on the market for some
time, but very few people have ever
heard of it, much less operated one.
It would therefore not be amiss to
give a brief discription of the construction and operation of this tube.
It is an R. C. A. product and sold
under the type number UX -874.
The Uri -874 has a cylindrical element, with a wire inside this
cylinder. The plus side of the
eliminator output is connected to
the wire and the
to the cylinder.
If these connections are reversed,
the tube will not function. A peculiar mixture of gases, under low

B-

pressure, fills the tube. When a
voltage is applied to the cylinder
and the wire, the gases inside the
tube ionize and permit a current to
flow between the two tube elements.
No matter what the current, up to

50 mils, the voltage drop across the

a station, set all the controls to max-

tube will remain constant at 90
volts. To start the tube to glow, a
D. C. voltage of approximately 125
volts must be applied to it.

imum sensitivity -usually the point
just below oscillation-and sit back
to enjoy the music. Everything is
fine for a few minutes.
Then
several of your neighbors turn on
lights at the same time, or someone
starts an electric motor, causing a
drop in the voltage. At once the
critical adjustment on the R. F.
tubes is upset and the receiver
howls. But with the 90 -volt tap
regulated, this will not occur.
The other taps have usually only
one tube to supply and will therefore have only a slight effect. When
the voltage changes, only a fraction
of the change is effective on the detector, so that it needs no additional
regulation. Again, with about 180
volts on the plate of the power tube,
a 5 or even 10 -volt change will not

WHY REGULATE THE 90 -VOLT TAP

It is to be expected that some
questioning minds will look askance
at our claim of a voltage -regulated
eliminator, when only the 90-volt
tap is maintained constant. You
will have to agree that this voltage
is probably the most used in the set.
The general run of tuned R. F. receivers is designed to operate with
that voltage applied to the plates of
the radio frequency and the first
audio tubes. Assume that you have
a set that is very critical in adjustment, as far as the control of oscillations is concerned. You tune in
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make very much difference in the
plate current. Thus it all reduces
to a fine regulation of the 90-volt
supply.
THE POWER AMPLIFIER

No matter how good the loudspeaker or the set in general, it is
impossible to obtain good quality
and plenty of volume without the
use of a power tube. The type 171
is a splendid amplifier and will
handle a great deal of undistorted
volume. For these reasons it was
incorporated into the power pack.
If the power tube is used, the design
of the audio unit must be adapted
to the tube.
A good audio transformer is
used, one which contains plenty of
iron and has a high inductance,
amplifying both high and low notes.
The plate voltage applied to the 171
should not exceed 180 volts.
Nothing is gained by going above,
while the life of the tube is
shortened considerably. In many
power packs, the maximum output
of the eliminator is used on the
plate. That means usually about
190 to 200 volts. We have taken
care of this situation by inserting a
fixed resistance of 2,000 ohms in
the B+ lead of the power tube, thus
reducing the plate voltage to the
right amount.
Even with 180 volts on the plate
of the tube, it is rather dangerous
to connect the loudspeaker into the
plate circuit directly. The windings
are liable to be burned out or the
insulation between them break
down. Therefore, to safeguard the
loudspeaker, the output of the plate
circuit is fed into an output transformer. The loudspeaker is then
connected to the secondary of the

transformer.

nator, take hold of the power cornpact and condenser block, so that
the panel will not buckle.
Dataprints 1 häve béen prepared'
which show the complete layout of
the front panel and the two sub panels that are used., The latter
are 6 by 7 ins. and can be either
Bakelite or hard rubber. These
sub-panels are mounted on two
brackets each, which in turn are
fastened to the front panel. The
sub -panels can be assembled individually and a number of connections made on them.
MOUNTING THE FRONT PANEL PARTS

MOUNTING THE SUB -PANEL PARTS

The front panel is 7 by 18 ins, of
either Bakelite or hard rubber. It holds
two Clarostats and a milliammeter, and
has fastened to it the power compact and

Looking at the eliminator as drawn in
the wire -less wiring diagram,2 from the
rear, the right hand sub -panel holds the
audio transformer, the output transformer, a double resistor mount, a bias
control and a UX socket. The resistor
mount is fastened underneath the sub panel in the right front corner. The
audio transformer is placed on the right
rear corner, with the secondary facing
the front panel. In line with it is the
output transformer, with the secondary
to the rear of the sub- panel. The UX
socket is directly in front of the audio
transformer, while the bias control is
mounted on the bottom of the sub -panel
in front of the output transformer. Two
brackets are fastened along the 7 -in.
edges of the sub-panel.
The other sub -panel contains the automatic eliminator -trickle charger switch.
This fastened directly in back of the
front panel. The two UX sockets are
in back of the switch. Three binding
posts are fastened to the rear edge of
this sub -panel. Mount two brackets on
it as for the other panel described above.

I These can be obtained from the Patterns
Department, RADIO MECHANICS, Radio Hill,
Poughkeepsie.

PARTS LIST FOR THE
LABORATORY MODEL
These parts were used in
the original model described
in this article. It is recommended that the novice follow this list, but the experienced constructor may be
able to make substitutions
which are of equivalent
mechanical and electrical
characteristics.
1

1
1
1

The entire outfit can be put together in three separate units which
can then be assembled. This makes
wiring much simpler, since a great
many connections can be made before the three units are fastened together. One of these units comprises the front panel and its associated apparatus. Attention is called
to the method of mounting the
power compact and the condenser
block. These are used to support
the front panel and the entire
eliminator. When lifting the elimi-

Power compact, type R-171Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Audio transformer, type 285
General Radio.
Output transformer, type 367
General Radio.
Milliammeter, 0.50 mils -Jewell

-

Elec.

1
1

1
1

2

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

the condenser bank. Place the power
compact on the table or work bench
with the choke terminals to the
rear. Put the front panel flush against
it and drill holes to fit the mounting
lugs of the power compact. Place the
condenser block directly on top of the
compact with its terminals to the rear
and the label up. This is fastened to
the panel with only one screw. Use 'Ain. 6 -32 round head screws for mounting these parts.
On the left hand side of the front
panel mount the two Clarostats, with the
milliammeter centered between them. Be
sure to fasten the Clarostats high
enough on the panel to clear the subpanel, when the latter is attached.

Rectifier tube, type BH -Ray
theon.
Automatic switch-Brach.
Glow tube, UX-874 or CX 374UX -171 or CX -371Clarostats-American Mechanical

Labs.
Lavite resistance, 10,000 ohms
Aerovox.
1 Lavite resistance, 2,000 ohms
Aerovox.
1 Variable high resistance-Electrad.
4 Radion brackets- Garfield Radio.
3 Binding posts-Eby Mfg.
1 Panel, 7 by 18 in.
1 Sub -panel, 6 by 7 in.
1 Coil hook -up wire -Belden.
1 Doz.
1/2 -in.
632, round head,
machine screws.
1 Doz. % -in. 6.32, flat head, screws.
1 Doz. 1 -in. 6.32, round head, machine screws.
1

-

-

WIRING THE UNITS

Before attaching the two sub -units to
the front panel, the following connections can be made. Connect terminal 3
of the condenser block to choke terminal
1 of the power compact. Connect terminal
4 of the condenser block to choke terminal C of the compact. Connect terminal
5 of the condenser block to choke terminal
2 of the compact.
Connect terminal 1 of the meter to
terminal 6 of the condenser block. Connect terminal HC of the compact to
terminal 6 of the condenser block.
Connect F+ of socket No. 1 to the
B- post. Connect G of socket No. 1
to the 90-volt post. Connect
of
socket No. 1 to P of the same socket.
Connect terminal 2 of the output transformer to P of socket No. 3. Connect
G of the audio transformer to G of
socket No. 3. Connect
of the audio
transformer to terminal 2 of the bias
control. Connect terminal 1 of the output transformer to terminal 1 of the
2,000 -ohm resistor.

F-

F-

o

Patent applied for.
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Connect terminal 1 of the stabilizer to
terminal 2 of the bias control.
With these connections made, assemble
the three units by fastening the sub panels to the front panel by means of
the holes in the brackets.
WIRING THE ASSEMBLED OUTFIT

Connect- terminal 1 of the condenser
block to the 45 -volt post and to terminal
2 of the stabilizer. Connect terminal 2
of the condenser block to the 90 -volt
post and to terminal 2 of Clarostat No. 1.
Connect choke 2 of the power compact
to terminal 2 of the 2,000 -ohm resistor.
Connect terminal H1 of the compact to
F+ of socket No. 2. Connect H2 of the
compact to
of socket No. 2. Conof socket
nect F1 of the compact to
No. 3. Connect F2 of the compact to
F+ of socket No. 3. Connect FC of
the compact to terminal 1 of the bias
resistance. Connect P of socket No 2
to choke 1 of the compact.
Connect terminal 1 of Clarostat No. 1
of Clarostat No. 2. 'Conto terminal
nect terminal 1 of Clarostat No. 2 'to
terminal 2 of the 2,000 -ohm resistance.
Connect terminal 2 of the Clarostat
No. 2 to terminal 2 of the 'stabilizer.
Connect terminal 1 of the stabilizer to
the B- post.
Connect terminal 2 of the ammeter to
terminal 2 of the bias control.

F-

F-

.

1

OPERATING TILE POWER PACK

To put the eliminator and power
amplifier into operation
three tubes are necessary, a Raytheon type
BH, a glow tube type
LTX -874 and a power
The
tube, type 171.
glow tube and the Raytheon are inserted into
sockets Nos. 1 and 2 respectively, while socket
No. 3 holds the
Cut the lamp socket
cord on the power cornpact, leaving enough
wire so that the plug
will reach the automatic
power switch. Insert it
into the receptacle
marked B battery substitute. The t r i c k l e
charger plug is inserted
into the other receptacle.
The twisted cord on the
automatic switch is connected to a 110 volt, 60
cycle power line. Follow t h e instructions
given on the switch carefully. Provisions have
been made to insert this
switch, or relay, i n
series with the A+ lead.
In other words, the A+
of the battery is con-

nected to one side of the relay and
the other side of the relay is connected to the A+ post of the set.
The
lead goes directly from the
battery to the set.
The power amplifier should be
inserted after the first stage of the
audio amplifier in the receiver.
Plug into that jack and connect the
two ends of the cord from the set,
to the B+ and P terminals of the
audio transformer of the power
amplifier. If your receiver is not
provided with a jack after the first
step of audio, connect a wire from
the pate of the first tube after the
detector to the P terminal of the
audio transformer of the amplifier
and connect B+ directly to the 90volt post of the eliminator.
The loudspeaker is connected to
terminals 3 and 4 of the output
transformer. It was not deemed
necessary to use a jack because
these terminals are made to take
the ordinary phone tips. Usually

A-

Rear view of condenser unit

and power compact, showing
simplicity of the connections

a loudspeaker will work better connected one way rather than another,

but if you reverse the connections
of the speaker to the output transformer, no difference will be
noticed. This is due to the fact
that no direct current flows through
the speaker and therefore there is
no tendency for any current
to magnetize or demagnetize the
speaker magnet, another decided
advantage of the output trans-

former.
We have had the eliminator and
power amplifier working wonderfully well at Radio Hill. It is a
pleasure to listen to a constant,
strong signal right thru the afternoon, when the lights start to come,
and later, in the evening, when the
load drops again. The glow tube
can be noticed taking up all the
variation in voltage. A word concerning the efficient operation of
the UX-874. To set it into operation, turn the right -hand Clarostat
in until a glow is noticed in the
tube. Then turn the resistance just
a fraction farther. This method of
operation will give a steady 90-volt
tap and increase the life
of the tube.
Of course, the operation of the bias resistance is well known. With
the outfit working, adjust the C voltage to the
point where the clearest
and best quality reception is obtained. When
the bias voltage is increased, the meter indication will decrease.
The size of the resistance has been so chosen
that probably the entire
amount will have to be
inserted for best operation of a 171.
After you have built
the power pack you will
agree with us that it is
one of the neatest and
best outfits of its kind.
One suggestion.- If
you have an eliminator in
operation already, try
connecting a glow tube
from the 90 -volt tap to
B
and see if that helps
the operation of your set.
You will probably be
agreeably surprised.

-,
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BILL,

BUD,

AND

THE

BRIDE

In Which Bill and Bud Give the Bride and Groom Some Radio
Instruction
BUD -HIMSELF
DEAR Editor : Radio is a lot of
fun, isn't it ? Gee, we get so
many different kinds of jobs that
each one is a new experience. Our
little account book is making a
mighty nice showing this fall, too.
I know lots of fellows who have
been out of school two year and
aren't making as much money as
Bill and I do in our spare time
after school is over.
We had a great time last week.
You know, Mr. Clayton's daughter
got married a month ago, and he
had us buy him a radio set as part
of the new house furnishings he
gave them.
I want to tell you that we know
how to do that kind of a job, too.
We didn't just pick out any set that
would work all right. No, indeed!

We went to the store where Mr.
Clayton bought the furniture for
them, and found out from one of
the salesmen what sort of cabinet
designs would look well with their
other things. Then we not only
got them a good outfit, but one that
would harmonize with the other
things in the room where it was to
be installed.
We learned about doing that
from Mr. Jansen, the decorator
here in town, when we put a set in
his house. And believe me, when
we talk to people about things like
that, when we're getting them sets,
they get the idea that we're pretty
good at this sort of thing.
Well, we got an R. C. A. model
25 because it does the work required, and because, as Mr. Clayton

said, it's part of the fun of being a
bride to move the furniture around.
Since the model 25 has a loop, and
carries the batteries right with it, it
can be put anywhere.
The outfit was installed and put
in perfect working order before the
bride and groom returned, but it
wasn't long after they got back that
we had a call. Bill was off on
another job, so I ran up there.
"Did you install this set ?" was
the rather frigid welcome that I
got, making me feel somewhat embarrassed to admit responsibility.
"Well, would you be good enough
to show us how it can be made to
make music ?" came next.
Gee, I felt relieved then. I
thought she was going to tell me
(Concluded on page 189)
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C O U R S E

P H Y S I C S

Concluded: Describing Some of the Peculiarities of
Radio Transmission Effects
ALFRED H. GHIRARDI

THE electrostatic lines cf force, which it creates

Just

causes the waves to tip forward
somewhat as shown in Fig. 17B.
Possibly the following description
by Dr. Fleming will serve to make
this clear.
"If we can imagine a being endowed with a kind of vision enabling him to see the lines of electric
strain and magnetic flux in space,
he, standing at any spot on the
earth's surface, would see, when the
antenna was in action, bunches or
groups of electric strain fly past.
Near the earth's surface these strain
lines would be vertical. Alternate
groups of lines of strain would, be
oppositely directed, and the spectator would also see groups of magnetic flux fly past, directed in a
horizontal direction or parallel to
the earth's surface. The strain and
flux lines would move with the .velocity of light, 186,300 miles per
second or 300,000,000 meters per
second, and the distance between
two successive maxima of electric
strain, directed in the same direction, would be the wavelength of the
wave."
At the receiving station the antenna may take the form of an open
wire or a loop. In either case the
radiated waves from the trans-

is also at its maximum value. It is important to
keep clear:y in mind the fact that
the radiated magnetic field which
is produced wholly by the moving radiated electric field is entirely distinct from the magnetic
field of induction which is produced
by the antenna current, and which
does not travel any great distance

Fig. 21B, are radial about the
conductor, while the magnetic field
is concentric about it. The two fields
are always at right angles to each
other. The strength of the electric
field depends upon the 'charges. In
the antenna, when the current ceases
to flow at the end of a cycle, the
charge is greatest and the electrostatic field around it is maximum.
When the current has its maximum value, the electric field around
the antenna is zero, since at this
time the rate of change of the current is a minimum. When the
charges are at rest on a conductor,
the electric lines of force are also
at rest and extend out radially from
it. These lines are supposed to have
a certain amount of inertia or resistance to any changes that may take
place, so that if the charges on the
conductor change rapidly from a
condition of movement to one of
rest, as is the case in a high frequency alternating current, the lines
lag behind and they behave as if
they were detached from the antenna, and start to travel away from
it at a speed of 186,300 miles per
second. This is the radiated electrostatic field which plays the important part in transmission.

from the antenna. The radiated
magnetic field and radiated electrostatic field are closely related. We
cannot have the first without the
latter.
The two radiated fields move outward from the antenna at all times
perpendicular to each other, the
magnetic field being parallel to the
ground and the electrostatic field
being perpendicular to it. At the
same time, both fields are at right
angles to the direction of propagation of the waves. At great distances from the antenna, the electric
waves would be exactly perpendicular to the earth, if the earth were
a perfect conductor. Actually the
resistance of the earth's surface
This illustrates the
accepted theories of skipping
and fading, which are so pua t.-.ling to most B. C- L's
FIG. 22.

mitter striking

across it, cause
currents of electricity to flow in
the receiving circuit. This will be
studied in detail
later.

as the

motion

of

a

charge, with its
associated electrostatic field, sets
u p a magnetic
induction fi e d
around the conductor carrying it,
so the motion c f
the radiated elecfield
trostatic
travelling away
from the antenna sets up its
own magnetic
field as it travels.
When the radiated electrostatic
field is at i t
maximum value,
the magnetic field

FADING OF SIG -

1

:
In some
localities the signals from certain
stations seem to
fade in and out in
an irregular man-
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ner. This usixally
is more marked
at night than in
the daytime. The
accepted explanation of this curious phenomenon
is that as the
(Concl'd on p. 185)
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Complete hook -up for B battery operated short wave telephone transmitter and receiver

P H O N E

F R I E N D S

B Y

R A D I O

Further Details of the Short Wave Radio Telephone for Local
Calls. Gives Better Speech Than Line Phone
M. B.

AMONTH ago, there was very
little to hear except code signals on the short waves, below 100
meters, but, judging from the
flood of correspondence which has
followed the publication of the
construction data on the Junior
Broadcasting transmitter and receiver, operating from B batteries,
there is plenty to hear now.
Never has the publication of new
data met with such immediate response. From ail over the country
have come comments, suggestions,
and requests for additional information, and all indicating a feverish
haste to get on the air.
More material on this subject is
ill preparation at Radio Hill, for
the data in the December issue has
apparently whetted a new appetite
for information.
The schematic wiring diagram
and battery connections, omitted
for lack of space, are given on this
page. This shows the transmitter
at the right, and the receiver on
the left. The same set of batteries
is used for both parts of the installation.

Under actual operating conditions, it has been found most satisfactory to tune the transmitter
just the least bit below the wavelength of the receiver. Then both
can be left in operation all the time.

SLEEPER

At the end of a conversation, the
antenna switch is thrown to the
other side, as is customary practice when the same antenna is used
for both transmitting and receiving.

This is, however, rather wasteful.
Tw`o alternatives are available. The

antenna switch can be fitted with
an auxiliary contact to close the
plate circuit of the transmitter
when the switch is thrown to that
side, or the switch on the transmitter panel can be turned off when
the set is not in use. There is a
chance for you to use your own ingenuity in working out a switching device.

Again, if you are not concerned
about battery economy, you can
send and receive simultaneously,
leaving the batteries connected to
both units, if you have two antennas. They should be slightly
different in length, and run at right
angles to each other, or as nearly
so as is possible. The same ground
can be used for both the transmitter, but if counterpoises are
employed, each antenna must have
its own counterpoise.
About the microphone-not all
microphones are suitable for the
modulation system specified. Some
are of very low resistance, while
others run very high, depending

upon the battery voltage with
which they are intended to be used.
Do not pick up some second hand
mike and expect it to give the
right results, as it may be entirely
unsuited for this outfit.
Good
quality starts at the microphone.
The Junior Broadcaster calls for
a microphone designed to operate
on 6 volts. There are several good
ones available for this purpose.
Type 112 tubes are recommended
for this outfit, operated at 135
volts.
This combination gives
ample range for local calls.
Increasing the B voltage will make
very little difference in the range,
and will cut down the life of the
batteries considerably. If you use
other tubes, note carefully the C
battery bias specified for the voltage you use. This is necessary not
only to preserve the quality of
speech but to make the batteries
last as long as possible.
The hot -wire ammeter is the indicator of efficiency. If you make
changes, the meter will show you
whether or not the operation is
improved, except for quality. That
you will have to determine by
listening in on a receiving set.
There are all kinds of experiments
to make with antennas, ground
connections,
and
counterpoises
that can be gauged by the reading
of the meter.
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RADIO

CONSTRUCTION

When You Understand the Fundamentals, You Can Do As Well
As Any Expert Set Builder
P. J. GRAY

IF

your radio equipment doesn't
show those little finishing touches
that characterize expert workmanship, don't tell yourself that it would
be wonderful if you could do that
way. Just spend a little time studying out those fine points, and see just
where the difference lies.
Of course, you must have the
right tools -not a big assortment,
but a few good ones, and the right
ones.
Generally the thing that
shows up most is the details of assembly and wiring. When you build
the next set, keep these little stunts
in mind
When you have a long lead,
instead of leaving it loose and flapping, put a Lastite on some convenient screw, not connected to any
other part of the circuit, and support the wire by soldering it to the
end of the Lastite.
If you are using soldering lugs,
use all of the same shape -not two
or three different kinds.
The new solid or flexible wire that
has smooth colored insulation can
make or spoil the appearance of your
set. The proper way to remove the
insulation is to cut around the wire
:

with a razor blade, using very light
pressure, so as not to get into the
wire. Then you can remove the
outer coating and the inner wrapping without leaving any frayed
ends.
Generally, the stiff wire is better,
except for connections between parts
on the front and sub panels. where
it is wiser to use the flexible conductor. In either case, plan your
wires in such a way that the low
voltage wires can be tied together
neatly. Look at the back of a telephone switchboard the next time you
have a chance, and you will see just
how it is done.
You can save time and preclude
the development of loose connections
if you use Spintites on hex nuts and
round thumb nuts. They are handier
than working with pliers, and are
much more positive in action. This
is illustrated by the accompanying
photographs.
Use the same size of nuts thruout,
all of brass or all of nickel.
Big lumps of solder always indicate careless workmanship. Use
just as little as possible. Keep a
little piece of fine emery 'cloth or a

fine file handy, and wipe off any dis-

coloration on the metal parts you
are going to solder. Then you will
need only a touch of the iron to melt
a dot of solder.
Do not use acids or paste. They
form rings around each joint, and
spatter around on the parts. Then,
in a few days, you will notice that
dust has collected on the greasy
spots. Rosin core solder or plain
soft solder with a flux made by
dissolving rosin in alcohol are the
only proper materials for radio
work. Anyone who has worked for
the Telephone Company will tell you
that they consider it an almost criminal offense for a man working on a
switchboard to use any flux other
than rosin.
Don't try to make your wiring
with all right -angle bends. Use the
direct point -to-point method, and a
little discretion, and you will get
better results.
If you use solid wire, keep it
straight if it comes that way, or
straighten it if it doesn't. That can
be clone by stretching it. A ten -foot
length should stretch six to twelve
inches in the process.

Some of the different sizes of
round and hexagonal Spintites,
and an illustration of their use.
Much more positive connections
can be mode with Spintites than
with pliers, because the Spin tites grasp the round or hex
nuts in a firm grip
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
You know, this business of making things isn't
so dull, and if it's something for the family radio
set, it's a good idea to act interested once in a while
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ALL BATTERIES NOW ELIMINATED
New Combination Circuit` Developed at Radio Hill, 7nt>-oduces
First Practical , B, C Eliminator Method f or411 Sets
JOHN GRABAR

"

[j ow

can I square myself
with my wife ?" was the
question asked in one of the first letters written to RADIO MECHANICS.
"She says I can do all the tinkering I
want if I will make her a set as good
as one of her friends has, but it's one
of those expensive outfits, that runs
from the light socket, and I don't
know how to build anything like
that, and she won't be satisfied with
anything less. If you can't help
me out, I shall have to quit my
little work shop or my wite."
Now, dear reader, what would
you do in a case like that? Perhaps you have such a situation in
your own home. Certainly an appeal of this 'sort should meet with
sympathfAc response, and there is
no dot}i`at everywhere an insistent demand for real A. C. operation
exists.
WHAT WE DID ABOUT IT

Starting fresh on the A. C. supply problem, we had no precedents
to direct us, so we did the very
reasonable thing. We knew that
no equipment is now available for
making an A battery eliminator
suitable for operation with ordinary
kinds of radio sets, so we decided
to make an A eliminator -which
also supplies B and C-and then
change the ordinary methods of set
design to fit the eliminator *.
The result is that RADIO MECHANICS presents this month the
first practical A, B, C eliminator
for the regular type A tubes, and
the receiving set to go with it will
be shown next month.
In fact,
most of our sets will be designed
in the future for either eliminator
or battery operation, so that you
can take your choice.

You CAN'T Buv IT BUT You

CAN

BUILD IT

You can't buy a set of this sort,
because they aren't made yet, but
*Technical data on the 01 -ABC is presented
in Radin Engineering, Dec. 1926.

you can make it, have the fun of
doing it, and at the same time have
an outfit that is miles ahead of
anything anyone else has.
Of course you want to know if
it's so easy to do. Absolutely
We saw to it that all the kinks
were taken out before we made
the final design: Not only is the
A, B, C eliminator of standard de!

PARTS LIST FOR THE
LABORATORY MODEL
OF THE ELIMINATOR
These parts were used in
the original model described
in this article. It is recommended that the novice follow this list, but the experienced constructor may be
able to make substitul$Qns
which are of equivaI nt
mechanical and electrical
characteristics.
Panel 7 by 9 in., Bakelite or
hard rubber.
2 Power transformers- Silver Marshall, type 330.
2 Unichokes, type 331 -Silver Marshall.
2 4 -mfd. filter condenser's, 409 volts
-Tobe Deutschmann Co.
4 2 -mfd. filter condensers, 400 volts
-Tobe Duetschmann Co.
4 1 -mfd. by -pass condensers -Tobe
Deutschmann Co.
1

4
1

1

1

UX sockets -Alden Mfg. Co.
Variable high resistance, type L
-Electrad, Inc.
Variable high resistance, type F
-Electrad, Inc.

Variable high resistance, type

-Electrad, Inc.

C

potentiometer -Carter
Radio Mfg.
1 10,000 -ohm resistance-Aerovox.
1 5,000 -ohm resistance-Aerovox.
1 10 -watt bell ringing transformer
-Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
4 UX -216 -B or CX -316 -B rectifying
tubes.
1 Milliammeter, 0-500-Jewell Elec.
tric Co.
1 Coil flexible hook -up wire -Belden Mfg. Co.
1 Base board 12 by 17 by 1/2 in.,
wood.
2 Doz. 1/2 -in. No. 6, round head,
wood screws.
6 1 -in. No. 6, round head, wood
1

400 -ohm

screws.

2 11/2 -in.

No. 10, round head, wood

screws.

sign, but not a single part has
been used that cannot be obtained

at your radio dealer's.
No doubt you will be anxious
by now to discover what there is
actually in this device. As a whole,
it consists of two distinct eliminator units, each one an exact duplicate of the other. These units
each use two 216-B rectifier tubes
in conjunction with a transformer,
chokes., and necessary condensers.
The output of the two units is
connected in parallel and fed to the
receiver. We have in all four
216 -B tubes, two transformers and
two filter. ststems.
Tests at Radio Hill have shown
that as much as 0.3 ampere of current could be obtained from this
O1 -ABC, eliminator. This is more
than enough to -supply any average
set. 'The tupes, when connected
in series, in accordance with the
new method, only draw
ampere, leaving an ample margin for
the plate .current.
A AVor41 concerning the cost of
the complete 01 - ABC eliminator.
From the parts list to be found in
these columns, it can be seen that
the price for the outfit will range
around seventy dollars. At first
glance this seems excessive. But
let us consider what we are accomplishing with the 01 -A eliminator.
We do away with the storage battery completely, including all the
necessary auxiliaries, such as the
trickle charger or high rate charger,
the hydrometer, distilled water and
a great deal of irksome labor. At
the same time we have included a
B battery eliminator, which must
be purchased either separately, or
dry batteries must be used. Any
eliminator of good make is expensive, and will at least cost half as
much as the 01 -A. Not every B
eliminator provides C bias. This
means the purchase of separate
accessories or dry C batteries.
Therefore, in counting the cost of
this outfit, we must remember that
what we are really getting is an A

/
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WE TRIED

IT

OUT CAREFULLY

Checking up the operation of the final model at Radio Hill,
to make sure that everything was erectly as it should be
in

each

detail.
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11,

SO

YOU'D MAKE NO MISTAKES

Now, when you make your A, B, C eliminator front these
instructions, you know that it will operate your set like a
million dollars
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supply, a B eliminator, a C eliminator, and the elimination of what
was previously wasted effort.
The beauty of the 01 -A is its
proof against abuse, and misuse.
It is practically impossible to harm
the receiver tribes. ,Should yQU
connect the high vçtlta40 B` leads
to the filament .',tennlnals, not
enough current will be drawn to
harm the tubes. If orie of the rectifying tubes is left but of the circuit or should become defective,
the meter indication will drop, and
the trouble will be indicated by a
humming in the loud speaker.
Should one unit Of the device fail
to function, the set:will fail to operate propeply, and it Will not affect
the other. This no. matter what
may happen to the,01 -ABC eliminator, no harm will come to either
tubes or set.
To operate your set with the
01 -ABC eliminator, just a few simple changes in the Ordinary circuit
will be necessary. These are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1
is shown the old, parallel method of
connecting the filaments of the
tubes. Fig. 2 indicates the new
series connection. You will agree
that it looks much simpler and
easier to handle. Fór the sake of
simplicity ands ease of wiring, always connect 4he A- filament supply first to one side of the detector.
This is followed by the R.F. tube
and the audio. tube in the order
named.
Polarities have been indicated in.
Fig. 2. It would be well to keep
these in mind when changing the
wiring of the set. If a 241-A is
used for the de'tector, the grid return should be made' to the, plus
side of that tube.
The R.F. tubes usually do not re_,
quire any bias and the grid return
should be made tó ,the negative
filament of the tube. On the other
hand, the first audio operates bet;

,

ter with about 5 volts negative
bias on the grid. This can be easily

is provided, a 400 -ohm potentiometer is placed across the filament,

obtained by connecting the F lead
from the first audio transformer
to the , negatiye,'side. pi the preceding tube. After á little ekperienge,
you will be surprised at the versatility of the series method of connecting filaments.

with the center terminal connected
to the B -. It is important that the
171 be operated with the right C
voltage on the grid.
With 180
volts on the plate, 4o volts of bias
are needed. To obtain this, a
2,000 -ohm variable resistance is
placed in series with the center tap
of the potentiometer and the
B- lead.

THE 01 -ABC CIRCUIT
As has been mentioned before,
the eliminator consists of two individual, yet similar units. 'Thus a
description of one will serve for
the other as well. The rectified
A.C. is passed thru a choke coil
of two sections. The capacities in
the filter comprise two 2 -mfd. and
one 4-mfd. condensers.
These
capacities, in conjunction with the
choke, smooth out all hum.
At times eliminators have a
tendency to steamboat. This is recognized as a low, steady, rumbling
sound. To avoid any such occurrence, two 1.0 -mfd. by -pass condensers are used in the detector
circuit of the receiver. They have
been incorporated in the eliminator, since most sets do not make
any provision for them.
A 10-watt bell ringing transformer, having a 5 -volt secondary,
supplies the power tube with filament current. Since no center tap

.

.

'

Fig. 1.
tnents.

Below: Parallel filaFig. 2. Above; The
new series method . '

'.

Some people prefer to use the
112 type power tube.

This draws
the same filament current, but requires a smaller plate voltage,
which is secured by placing a fixed
resistance of about 5,000 ohms in
series with the B output. Variable resistances have been used for
the detector and 90 -volt taps. It
is good practice to have these voltages variable in order to adjust
them to the requirements of the
receiver. All of these resistances
have been by- passed with 1.0 -mfd.
condensers.
'

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Fa

ease of assembly, a wooden base
board, 12 by 17 ins., is used. This is
supported by two cleats, each 12 by 14
in. Considering one of the 17-in.
by
edges of the board as the front edge,
the cleats are placed 2 ins. from the right
and left edges respectively, parallel to
these edges. The narrow side of the
cleat is in contact with the base board.
Two 1 -in. No. 10" flat head wood screws
are used in each cleat, the heads being
on top of the base board. All the screws
are well countersunk. The wire -less wiring diagram' shows the exact location
of each individual piece of apparatus.
But, to simplify the construction further,
Dataprints2 have been prepared giving in
addition to the full size wire -less wiring
diagram, a base-board and a panel pattern. With these on hand, the construetion of the 01 -ABC eliminator will be
: "easy and a pleasant evening's work.

,

All this wiring is condensed into

'simple form in the actual eliminator

y

MOUNTING THE BASE BOARD PARTS

The following parts are located on
the base board: two power transformers,
Patent applied for.
These can be obtained from the Patterns
Department, RADIO MECHANICS, INC., Radio
Hill, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
I
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two unichokes, the filter and by -pass
condensers, the bell ringing transformer,
four UX sockets, two porcelain Mazda
bulb sockets, four binding posts, a double
resistor mount and a binding post strip.
Before mounting any of the parts, draw
a pencil line on the board parallel to
the 12 -in. edges, dividing it into two
equal parts.
All of the condensers are mounted
along the line drawn. Starting from
the front edge of the base board and
four inches back, mount one of the
2 -mfd. condensers with the terminals
turned to the left. The other condensers
are placed directly behind these, first the
2.0 -mfd. and then the 4.0 -mfd. The fourth
condenser is another 4.0-mfd., but is
placed with its terminals to the right.
Two 2.0-mfd. condensers are placed
behind this one, having their terminals
in the same direction. Leave about
-in. space between the two 4.0 -mfd.
condensers to permit wires to pass
between them.
Behind this row of condensers are
stacked up four 1.0 -mfd. by -pass condensers. All the terminals are turned to
the left. You will find that each one
has a small lug extending from the case.
Take two condensers, place them so that
these lugs touch, and solder them together. You now have two sets of condensers consisting of two 1.0 -mfd. capacities each. These in turn, can be
joined together by soldering four of the
mounting lugs. This method of forming
them into a single block will become
obvious, when you have the condensers
before you. The stack is fastened directly to the base board with two Y2-in.,
No. 6 round head wood screws.
At the left hand side, about an inch
from the front edge, mount one of the
unichokes. The terminals should face
the center of the board. Next to it, but
toward the rear, mount a power transformer, with the lamp cord extending to
the left edge. About one inch of space
should be left between these two parts.
Similar parts are mounted directly opposite, in the same manner, but the cord
of the power transformer extends to
the right.
Mount the bell ringing transformer in
the rear, right corner of the base board.
The secondary or bell side is facing
toward the left. Directly in front of
the first 2 -mfd. condenser and parallel
with the front edge of the base board,
fasten the double resistor mount.
The sockets are spaced on either side
of the condenser bank in front of the
transformers and the chokes. The arrows are to point as indicated in the wireless wiring diagram.
The two lamp sockets are fastened to
the base board in the rear, left corner.
For this purpose use four 1 -in. No. 6
round head wood screws. The location
of the binding posts and the binding post
strip is clearly indicated in the wireless
wiring diagram.
MOUNTING THE PANEL PARTS

The front panel holds the variable
resistances, a potentiometer and a 0 -500
milliammeter. Care should be taken in
mounting this meter. First try the fly
cutter on a scrap of hard rubber or a

piece of wood to make
meter fits snugly into the
at the front of the panel,
from left to right
500 -50,000, 0 -2,000 and

sure that the
hole. Looking
the resistances,

are-0- 500,000,
the 400 -ohm

potentiometer.
WIRING THE BASE BOARD

Practically all the wiring can be done
before the front panel is attached to the
board. It is good practise to wire first
one of the units, then the other. If you
attempt to do both at the same time,
there is a possibility of omitting connections or making wrong ones. With this
in mind, the following wiring directions
are given first for the left hand unit,
then the right hand one and finally the
connections joining the two.
Connect terminal 7 of transformer No.
1
to P of socket No. 1. Connect terminal 6 of transformer No. 1 to terminal
1 of condenser No. 2.
Connect terminal
5 of transformer No. 1 to P socket of
No. 2. Connect terminal 3 of transformer No. 1 to F of socket No. 1.
Connect terminal 4 of transformer No.
1
to F of socket No. 2. Connect terminal 8 of transformer No. 1 to the
A- filament post.
Connect F- of socket No. 1 to F of
socket No. 2. Connect F of socket No.
1
to F- of socket No. 2.
Connect F of socket No. 2 to terminal
1
of unichoke No. 1. Connect F- of
socket No. 2 to terminal 2 of condenser
No. 2.
Connect terminal 4 of unichoke No. 1
to terminal 2 of lamp socket No. 1, also
to terminal 2 of condenser No. 3. Connect terminals 2 and 3 of the choke together. Connect terminal 2 of the unichoke No. 1 to terminal 2 of condenser
No. 1.
Connect terminal 5 of transformer No.
2 to P of socket No. 3. Connect terminal 6 of transformer No. 2 to terminal 1 of condenser No. 5. Connect
terminal 7 of transformer No. 2 to P
of socket No. 4. Connect terminal 3 of
transformer No. 2 to F- of socket No. 3.
Connect terminal 4 of transformer No. 2
to F of socket No. 3. Connect terminal
8 of transformer No. 2 to terminal 1 of
condenser No. 4.
Connect F- of socket No. 3 to F of
socket No. 4. Connect F of socket No.
3 to F- of socket No. 4.
Connect terminal 1 of unichoke No. 2
to F- of socket No. 4. Connect terminal
2 of unichoke No. 2 to terminal 2 of condenser No. 5. Connect terminals 2 and 3
of unichoke No. 2 together. Connect
terminal 4 of unichoke No. 2 to terminal
2 of condenser No. 4.
Connect terminal 2 of the bell ringing
transformer to the Al A.C. post. Connect terminal 1 of the bell ringing transformer to the A2 A.C. post.
Solder together the right hand side
mounting lugs of all the large condensers.
This will connect their cases together.
Connect the mounting lug on condenser
No. 1 to terminal 1 of condenser No. 1.
This puts all the condenser cases at
ground potential.
Connect together the No. 1 terminals
of condensers Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Connect
terminal 1 of condenser No. 1 to terminal
1 of the 10,000 -ohm resistor.

Connect terminal 1 of condenser No. 3
to terminal 1 of condenser No. 4. Connect terminal 1 of condenser No. 3 to
the A- filament post. Connect terminal
2 of condenser No. 3 to terminal 2 of
condenser No. 4. Connect terminal 2 of
condenser No. 3 to terminal 1 of the
5,000 -ohm resistor.
Connect terminal 1 of lamp socket
No. 1 to terminal 1 of lamp socket No. 2.
Connect together the No. 1 terminals
of condensers Nos. 4, 5 and 6. These
are the lower terminals of the condensers.
Connect terminal 2 of condenser No. 4
to the 180 -volt binding post.
Connect terminal 1 of condenser No.
10 to terminal 1 of condenser No. 9.
Condenser Nos. 7 to 10 refer to the
1 -mfd. by -pass capacities, with the lowest one numbered No. 7 and the top
being No. 10. Connect terminal 1 of
condenser No. 8 to terminal 2 of condenser No. 9. Connect terminal 1 of
condenser No. 9 to the 180 -volt post.
Connect terminal 2 of condenser No.
10 to the 90 -volt post.
Connect terminal 1 of condenser No.
7 to the 45 -volt post. Connect terminal
2 of condenser No 7 to the A+ filament
post.
Connect terminal 2 of condenser No. 8
to the A- filament post.
Connect terminal 2 of condenser No. 6
to F- socket No. 3.
Connect terminal 2 of lamp socket No.
2 thru a hole in the base board, to terminal 1 of the milliammeter. Connect
terminal 2 of the meter, thru a hole,
to the A+ filament post.
Before attaching the panel to the base
board make the following panel connections connect terminal 2 of the type L
resistance to terminal 1 of the type C.
Connect terminal 2 of the type F resistance to terminal 2 of the poten:

tiometer.
The following wires are run underneath the base board and brought to the
terminals specified, thru No. 18 holes.
Connect terminal 2 of the C type resistance to the 90 -volt post.
Connect terminal 2 of the 5,000 -ohm
resistor to the 135 -volt post.
Connect terminal 1 of the potentiometer to the Al A.C. post. Connect
terminal 3 of the potentiometer to the
A2 A.C. post.
Connect terminal 1 of type L resistance to the 45 -volt post.
The final connections are Connect terminal 1 of the type L resistance to terminal 2 of the 10,000-ohm resistor. Connect terminal 1 of the type C resistance
to terminal 1 of the 5,000-ohm resistor.
Connect terminal 1 of the type F
resistance to terminal 1 of condenser
No. 2.
PUTTING THE '01 -ABC INTO OPERATION
There are three light socket cords on
the outfit, one from each power transformer and a third from the bell ringing
transformer. To simplify matters, connect all three cords together. Bring the
cords to the back of the base board and
cut them off, leaving sufficient wire to
connect them. Take one wire from each
cord, scrape it and clean it and twist
the three together. Now take one of
:
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the cut -off portions of cord, preferably
one from the power transformers, and
connect one of its wires to the three
that have been joined. In all there will
be four wires, which should be soldered
together. Wind the joint with friction
tape. Do the same with the three remaining wires on the eliminator and
the second wire of the cut cord.
Finally tape both joints together. Thus,
with the insertion of a single plug, both
units of the eliminator will be placed
into operation and the power tube will
be supplied with filament current.

It is rather difficult to state exactly
the size of Mazda bulb to be inserted
into the lamp sockets, since that will
depend upon the number of tubes being
operated in series. However, it is advisable to put two 15 -watt lamps into
the sockets and then connect the filaments of the receiver to the filament
output. In all probability, the meter
will indicate less than 250 mils. Insert
a next larger size of bulb, say a 25 -watt
one, into one of the sockets and determine the current flowing. To illustrate.
At Radio Hill we started with two 15watt lamps on a four tube set, using
three 201 -A's in series. This gave an

ammeter reading of about 200 mils. A 25watt bulb was substituted in one of the
sockets, but this raised the current to
only 230 mils. Finally it was found that
a 15 and a 40 -watt bulb were just right.
It is not necessary to obtain exactly
250 mils thru the tube filaments. A
good 201 -A will give just as excellent
results with only .24 amperes. No difference in the operation will be found.
For this reason we have not attempted
to insert a variable control in the filament circuit for fine adjustment.
To operate both a receiver and the
eliminator satisfactorily, the A- filament
post should be grounded. To eliminate
all possibility of hum, the cases of the
condensers as well as the electrostatic
shields of the power transformers have
been grounded to the A- filament post.
From time to time RADIO MECHANICS
will publish articles on sets using this

Bird's eye view of the A, B, C
units, capable of operating any thing up to ten tubes, or more
if :volt have them

eliminator. In an early issue we will
present the four tube receiver mentioned.
Excellent results have been obtained with
it in both quality and DX.
It should be understood that, in presenting the design of the 01 -ABC eliminator we are not offering it as a final
design, nor does it represent the ultimate
development of A. C. operation, for there
are changes, particularly in the power
circuit. Possibly, therefore, new equipment will be brought out by manufacturers designed specifically for this
purpose. In the meantime, you can build
this unit with full assurance that it will
do the work, and do it in first class
shape.
An important point is that the tubes
are run well within their rated output.
They can produce more than the 260 mils
for which they are made, but as you
know from running A type tubes on
storage batteries, it is not necessary to
use the full 250 mils on the filaments.
Consequently, the eliminator can be operated at less than the normal load. This
provides an ample factor of safety, and
gives more satisfactory results than when
rectifier tubes are run right up to the
limit of their capacity.
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SET

RECEIVES

WGY

TESTS

This Speciàl Short. Wave Receiver Is Particularly Adapted._ for the
Short Wave' TelepJ one Tests
C.

THE short wave Peanut set

is

designed for B.C.L's. and
experimenters all, over the United
States and Canada who want to
listen in for the short 'wave transmission tests transmitted each night
during regular broadcasting hours
from WGY, Schenectady, New
York.*
You will not find a single freak
in the set. No trick circuit is used,
no tricky apparatus is employed.
Short waves offer such a large possibility of fun and entertainment
that the broadcast fans are beginning to wonder what there really is
to it. If, you are one of them :and,
want something that is easy to. c lristruct, inexpensive to make, and
that gives satisfactory results, build
the Peanut.
Fundamentally, the set consists
of a regenerative detector and one
step of transformer coupled audio
amplification. The regenerative control, always important, is especially
so with short waves. At the high
frequencies used, it is quite possible
that a circuit designed for broadcast reception will fail entirely on
amateur waves. To insure a smooth
and continuous control of regeneration, a Clarostat is used in series
with the tickler. Usually the resistance is connected across the plate
*Details of these tests are given in Radio En.
gineering, Dec., 1926.

Bottom detail view of
the Peanut. about the
simplest design you
can find for a short
wave receiver. It can
be used on broadcast
reception since it uses
plug -in coils, but it is
intended for picking

T. BURKE

and tickler. The latter arrangement is known as parallel control.
However, the series has one decided advantage, because it does not
require a choke coil to prevent the
R.F. current from entering the
audio side of the receiver. It is
usually difficult to obtain regeneration on the higher wavelengths with
a choke coil in the plate circuit.
There might be some question
about the use of only one stage of
audio, but it has been found sufficient in receiving WGY even at
distances of several thousand miles.
A great many amateurs claim that
if short wave signals can't be read
With two tubes, a third ' will not
make them readable.
Anyone having worked with low
waves will admit that the ordinary
variable condenser makes tuning a
most difficult job. A given coil
covers only a relatively small wavelength band. Thus, on an ordinary
condenser, for example, the 20 to
40-meter band might be crowded
within 10 degrees on the dial. This
is entirely too close for good reception. Not only does it make tuning
unpleasant; but it leads to bad reception, since a swinging signal
cannot be followed. Double precautions have been taken in the
design of the Peanut, to overcome
these defects.
First of all, a variable condenser
of especially low minimum capacity

To secure this, the plates
are double spaced. With this condenser the wave-band mentioned
above will spread: out over at least
20 degrees of the dial. In addition,
ai two -plate midget condenser is
connected in parallel with the
larger condenser. The midget has
only a variation of 1 to 2 micromicrofarads of capacity, which in the
usual terms indicates .000001 to
.000002 mfd. Such a capacity acts
as a fine vernier and permits you
to follow a swinging signal with
ease.
In the past, objections have been
raised against tile use of a .separate
condenser for vernier `'control, the
contention being that it upset the
logging of sfations. No such concern need -be felt here. The vernier
capacity is so small that it will not
vary the dial setting over one division. Stations can then be logged
regardless of the setting of the 2plate condenser.
A very desirable feature of the
Peanut is the use of plug -in coils.
This lends an added flexibility to
it which makes the receiver practically an all -wave outfit. The coils
are wound on 24 -in. bakelite forms
with either No. 18 or No. 22 wire.
They can be constructed at home.
Should you want to make your own,
here are some winding details. For
17 to 25 meters use No. 18 wire on
a 2 -in. bakelite tube, using four
is used.

/

up the regular schedule of short wave

broadcast tests transmitted from WGY.
These tests have the
regular programs, sent
out at the same tinte
that the usual entertainment is on the air
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turns for the grid coil and three
turns for the tickler. Similarly, for
the 30 to 45 -meter band, use seven
turns for the grid coil and five
turns for the tickler. To reach up
to 100 meters use No. 22 wire with
nineteen turns for the grid coil, and
six turns for the tickler.
Of course, you will have to work
out a scheme for mounting the coil
plugs on the tubing. These plugs
can he obtained in any radio store.
Probably in the end you will find

You can't imagine the
efficiency, at short
waves, packed into this
little set, so small that
it is built in a panel
7 ins. high by 12 ins.
long

that it more convenient to purchase
these coils ready-made.
GENERAL LNSTRUcT1oNS

The Peanut is so simple in construction, and desire that even the beginner
will experience no difficulty in building
it. However, to help you in the layout
of the base -hoard and drilling of the
panel, we have prepared Dataprints'
which give you the exact location of
every part and every hole. These prints
I

These can he obtained frein Pattern Dept.,
Mechanics. Radio Hill, Poughkeepsie,

Radio
N. Y.
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echanics

also include the wire -less wiring diagram.'- The latter shows the location of
every piece of apparatus on the baseboard and the front panel.
The small vernier condenser has to he
made from a five -plate midget. This is
easily done by removing all the rotor
plates except the nearest one to the panel
and the inner stator plate.- The spacing
between the two remaining plates will
be about i i in.
MOUNTIN(. THE FRONT PANEL PARTS

The front panel can he of Bakelite or
Patent applied for.

Any one can rut it together. for all the
parts are readily accessible, and you don't
need to worry about
operating it. for it's
easier to tune than
most broadcast receivers

January, 1927

hard rubber, 7 by 12 ins. The following
rheostat, Claroparts are fastened to
stat, vernier condenser, variable condenser and pin jacks. The wire -less wiring
diagram shows the location of the individual parts, looking at the set from
the rear. Mount the variable condenser
with the stator downward. Fasten the
vernier to the panel with the mounting
bracket down. This bracket ser\ es as
one terminal of the condenser. Insert
a % -in., 6 -32 round head screw into the
hole on the left and fasten a lug to the
bracket.

it-

The two upper phn'oare one -half
size, so you can see
what a little fellow
the Peanut is

graphs

There is nothing complicated about tine wiring.

in fact, you

can

almost do that part
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MOUNTING THE BASE- BOARD P.',RTS

A base board of white wood is used.
measuring 4 by 11 by -in. The hoard
is fastened to the top of two brackets
so that the rear edge of the wood extends
-in. beyond the rear edge of ihr'
bracket. Use two %- in. No. 6 round
head wood screws and insert them on
the bottom side of the base- hoard.

The base-board holds two UX sockets.
an audio transformer, a grid leak and
condenser, a midget condenser, the coil
mount and five binding posts.
Two
.001 mfd. by-pass condensers are held
in place on the bottom of the base -board

by the wiring. All of the apparatus is
fastened to the base-board with
No. 6 round head wood screws, with
the exception of the coil -jack mount.
This is secured by drilling two holes
through the hoard and passing 1%-in.
6 -32 round head machine screws through
them.
Before proceeding to the actual wiring,
the plug -in coil terminals should he connected to the plugs. These coils have
four terminals each, two on one side of
the bottom of the coil and two on the
other side, one above the other. Holding
the coil in your hand with the two ad-

from what you can see
in the pictures

Be exceedingly careful
about the soldered
joints. i'se rosin core
solder, for any paste
ze'ill spread around and
Inake lore- resistance
paths for the high frequency currents
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WRE-LE
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GIID

PHONES

PAT. APPLIED FOR

jacent terminals to the left, connect these
to the two front plugs inside the coil.
You will notice that lugs have been provided for this purpose. The other two
plugs are connected to the right hand
terminals of the coil.
WIRING THE FRONT PANEL

Before fastening the brackets to the
front panel, the, following connections
should be made, Connect terminal 2 of
the Clarostat to terminal 1 of the 2-plate

Wire -less wiring diagram and
schematic of the Peanut receiver
.

condenser. Connect terminal 2 of the
2 -plate condenser to terminal 1 of the
variable condenser. This terminal is on
the rear stator rod, next to the front
panel. Connect terminal 1 of the 2 -plate
condenser to terminal 3 of the variable
condenser.

WIRING THE BASE BOARD

Connect Cn of socket No. 1 to G of
the audio transformer. Connect F + of
socket No. 1 to
of socket No. 2.
Connect
of socket No. 1 to F +
of socket No. 2. Connect F + of socket
No. 1 thru hole in base-board to F
of
the audio transformer.
Connect B + of the audio transformer
to coil jack No. 1. Connect P of socket
(Continued on page 184)

F-

F-

-
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YOU CAN BUILD THESE SETS
THESE M.

B.

SLEEPER DATAPRINTS GIVE YOU ALL THE INFORMATION YOU
NEED, AND IN A WAY THAT YOU CAN UNDERSTAND

EXTENSION SET
BUILDERS SERVICE
addition to furnishing Dataprints to supplement the articles in
In

Radio Mechanics, an
Extension Service is
also provided to assist
our readers to assemble
the sets
successfully
they want to build.
When you buy M. B.
Sleeper Dataprints to
construct a set, you
want it to work, and
work properly. And if
you run into trouble,
you want some one behind you to help out
over the rought spots.
Now, you can get from
Extension Set
t h e
Builder's Service the
same kind of service
that a reliable dealer
would give you on a
complete set.
If there is something
you don't understand,
something gone wrong
that you can't correct,
the Extension Service is
organized in such a way
as to shoot the information to you by the
fastest mail service you
ever saw.
What ever you need to
know, you can find out
exactly from men who
have had experience on
the sa,ne set and the
same design as yours.
No guess -work answers,
but positive information.
FOLLOW THESE
DIRECTIONS

Extension Service is available to anyone who has
bought M. B. Sleeper Dataprints.
Address your letter to Extension Service, Radio Hill,
Poughkeepsie, New York.
trouble
your
Describe
briefly. Use as few words
as possible. Then state
your questions, numbering
each one.
Any correspondence not
relating to one of the
Dataprint designs must be
mailed separately.
The charge for two ordinary questions is 25c. If
diagram is required in the
answer, there is an additional charge of 25c.
Your remittance must be
in cash or 2c stamps. Mail
is collected and sent out
six times a day. Your letter will be answered the
same day it arrives.
This department has been
organized for your benefit. Do not hesitate to
make use of it if you need
assistance on any Data print design.

Complete List of Dataprints Now Ready

Browning -Drake Five: Complete redesign of this famous set, 1927 model,
ideal for the man or boy of limited experience. This design has been
O. K'd. by G. H. Browning. Just the kind of a set that everyone likes.
Dataprints $11.00.
Junior Broadcast Receiver: Receives short wave telephone and telegraph
stations, and makes a beautiful broadcast receiver as well. With this and
the Broadcast Transmitter you can talk to your friends by radio phone.

Dataprints $1.00.
Junior Broadcast Transmitter: As cheap and easy to build as a plain
receiver, this outfit, operating from B batteries, enables you to talk by radio
phone 10 to 15 miles. Does not interfere with broadcasting. Operating
a real radio telephone station is the biggest new thrill of radio. Dataprints
$1.00.
Hush -Hush II: A beautiful little two -tube short wave receiver that has a
range of several thousand miles. Can be used to hear WGY and KDKA
short wave broadcasting stations, and will enable you to take part in their
tests. Dataprints $1.00.
Karas Equamatic: The new type of 5 -tube broadcast receiver with the
special transformers automatically adjusted to peak efficiency at every
wavelength setting. For the set builder who wants to be right up to the
minute. Dataprints $1.00.
Henry-Lyford: For the advanced constructor who specializes in quality
reception on local stations. Many of the latest radio developments are
built into this 5 -tube receiver which are not found in other sets. Dataprints
$1.00.
Bert Smith's Set: Built by an expert on short wave reception and transmission, this outfit is a super -range short wave receiver, and can be used
for broadcast also, if followed by a power amplifier. Dataprints $1.00.
Quality Amplifier: Producing the most perfect amplification, because it
has a 210 power tube, this A. C. operated amplifier can be added to any
receiving set without making any changes. Connected to the Bert Smith
set or the Hush -Hush II, it makes a quality combination that cannot be
excelled at any price. Dataprints $1.00.
Hi Q: The new Hammarlund- Roberts development, just the job that will
make your workshop hum with interest and activity. It is entirely shielded,
and uses a multiple tuning control, so that there are only two dials.
Dataprints $1.00.

NEW DATAPRINT ISSUES
For building the eliminators described in this issue of Radio Mechanics
The most important new development in radio construction in
years, this device eliminates A B and C batteries, giving full A. C. operation. It is
simple as can be to put together, and will operate any set from a 2 -tube short wave
set to a 10 -tube super. In the coming issues of Radio Mechanics all kinds of sets,
specially designed for the 01-.ABC, will be described. Be the first one in your town
to own one. Dataprints $1.00.
171 Compact Eliminator: No other Raytheon eliminator can equal this design for perfect operation in all localities, for no other eliminator has the 874 voltage regulator
glow tube which, keeps the B voltage supply as steady as if it came from a battery.
In addition, this eliminator has a stage of j ower amplification, and an automatic switch
which connects the A. C. when the set is turned on, or the trickle charger when the
set is turned off. Dataprints $1.00.
Browning's Eliminator: Showing the exact design which Glenn Browning, radio's most
popular engineer, uses for a battery eliminator and power amplifier in his own home.
This is the only eliminator which has an amplifier suitable for adding to sets with either
resistance or transformer amplification. Dataprints $1.00.
Peanut Set: Burkes Special Short Wave Set, designed particularly for picking up
the W G Y telephone tests. Dataprints $1.00.
01 -ABC Eliminator:

Radio Hill,

RADIO MECHANICS, Inc.
Poughkeepsie

OWNED AND OPERATED BY M. B. SLEEPER, INC.

New York
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Build Your Radio With

HAMMARLUND
PRODUCTS
As Officially Specified
In The Season's

Featured Circuits

No. 2 to terminal 2 of by -pass condenser
No. 1. Connect G of socket No. 2 to
terminal 1 of the grid leak and condenser. Connect P of the audio transformer to the DET. post. Connect coil jack No. 2 to P of socket No. 2.
Connect terminal 1 of the ANT series
condenser to the ANT binding post.
Terminal 1 of this condenser is on the
mounting bracket. Connect terminal 2
of the ANT series condenser to terminal 2 of the grid leak and condenser.
Connect F + of socket No. 2 to the
A plus binding post.
Connect coil jack 1 to terminal 2 of
by -pass condenser No. 2.
With this wiring completed fasten the
base -board and front panel together.
FINAL CONNECTIONS

Connect pin -jack No. 1 to P of socket
No. 1. Connect F+ of socket No. 1 to
terminal 1 of the rheostat.
Connect pin jack No. 2 to the AMP
binding post. Connect the
binding
post to terminal 2 of the rheostat.
Connect terminal 1 of the Clarostat
to terminal 1 of by -pass condenser No. 1.
Connect terminal 2 pf the Clarostat to
F+ of socket No. 2.
Connect terminal 2 of the variable
condenser to terminal 2 of the grid leak
and condenser. Connect terminal 3 of
the variable condenser to terminal 1 of
by-pass condenser No. 2. Connect terminal 4 of the variable condenser to coil
jack 3. Connect terminal 5 of the
variable condenser to coil jack 4.
This completes the wiring of the
Peanut.

A-

The
"AUTO- COUPLE"
Assembly Specified
for the new Ham marlund - Roberts
"Hi-Q" and other
Tuned Radio Frequency Receivers.

WHEN a large group
of circuit designers and
kit manufacturers deliberately
choose a particular make of
instrument for their receivers,
you can depend on it that their
judgment is sound.
Now, more than ever before,
the superior quality of Ham marlund Condensers and Coils
is being appreciated by the
leaders in radio design.

Hammarlund Products

Are Officially Specified in the
Following 1927 Receivers
Cockaday "LC27"
Sargent Infradyne"
Lacault "LR4"
Henry-Lyford
St. James Super
Victoreen Super
Morrison "Varion"
Loftin & White
New Harkness
Carborundum
Browning -Drake
Pacent "Ultimax"
Popular Science Monthly "Powerful"
Hammarlund- Roberts "Hi -Q"

OPERATING THE RECEIVER

The Peanut can be operated with
199 or 201 -A tubes. Probably the
latter are preferable and therefore
the battery values are given for
UX- 201 -A's. The AMP binding
post should be connected to a 90volt plate voltage source. It supplies the audio amplifier tube. The
detector plate voltage may vary according to the characteristics of the
tube. Usually 45 volts work very
well.
and A+ should be connected together and the ground
wire attached to A+.
Select the coil covering the waveband in which you want to receive
and plug it into the coil jacks. Be
sure to hold the coil so that the
plugs connected to the shorter winding fit into coil jacks 1 and 2. Set
the antenna series condenser at
about one -half of its capacity. In
all probability it can remain there
permanently for any given waveband. Plug the tips of a pair of
head phones into the pin -jacks, and
turn the Clarostat until the receiver oscillates. Tune in a station
and clear up the signal by a further
adjustment of the Clarostat. This

B-

You won't go wrong if you
follow the example of the
well -known designer- engineers
of this season's popular circuits.
We shall be ,pleased to refer to the
proper authorities any inquiries regarding the above -mentioned receivers.

HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
424 -438 W. 33rd St., New York

ammarlund
PREC/S/ON

PRODUCTS
it

procedure is simple and very easy
to carry out.
Of course, there are limitations
to every receiver. If we say that
transcontinental reception is easily
possible, we refer to short waves
Nevertheless, this small outfit is just
as efficient on broadcast wavelengths, although you must not
expect to pull in the coast at the
first trial. There is nothing that I
enjoy more, than spending an evening with the Peanut. If locals are
going full blast and interference is
too bad, I wander down to the low
waves and listen to amateurs and
short -wave broadcasting stations.
For a confirmed DX hound,
there is nothing like the Peanut.
With a pair of phones it is possible
to operate it late into the night without disturbing a single soul.
If you haven't made the acquaintance of the short waves, let
the Peanut introduce you to them.

Prize Winning Super Name
FROM the hundreds of names
submitted for the Super Name
Contest, the name ECLIPSE, submitted by Don A. Morris, 2329 S.
Lambert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.,
has been selected for the special receiver to be described in RADIO MECHANICS for February.
We were so pleased at the large
number of entries from those whose
names were preceded by Mrs. or
Miss that we wished very much that
the award might have gone to one
of them, but in fairness to everybody, we had to make the decision
regardless of that consideration.

Battleship Radio Set Design
SEVERAL competitors in the
name contest submitted "Man
'O War." This name had been
given already to the first set to be
designed in accordance with the new
battleship plan. Man 'O War will be
shown also in the February issue.
Among other things, it turns regular design practice just about inside
out, for the front panel is higher
than it is wide, the set is quite deep,
and is built around a three -deck
plan, in contrast to the ordinary
single sub panel.
You will be greatly surprised to
see what a difference this arrangement makes, and how beautifully it
works out. It is applicable to many
types- of sets.
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Lowest
Wholesale/
Prices

On Everything for Radio.
Set Needs It -We Stock It!

If Your

Shipping Service on Every
Advertised Accessory -Popular Circuits-LC-27, Hammerlund- Roberts,
Ultradyne LR -4, Infradyne. Alden
Truphonic-As Well As All Those
Hard -to -Get Parts!
Our Goal-the Lowest Prices in
America-Get this Free Book -and
See for Yourself Whether We've
Reached Itl
3 -Hour

1927 BUYING GUIDE
for
Radio Dealers and Set Builders -100
Pages of Latest Prices-Just off
Press -One Copy is YOURS! (If You
Send for It NOW).

New

Direct

of the Committee of
Manufacturers

Representative
21

Address Dept. R M

Al 1enRogers
I n c o r p o t a t e d
"Kit Kea d quarters"

118 East 28th St -.

../Veto 'York,_1V?l

is very rare. The molecules, consisting of equal positive and nega-

tive electrical charges, are split upionized- into positive and negative
portions by the ultra -violet light
from the sun during the day. This
ionized layer of atmosphere is a
conductor, and is known as the
Heaviside layer. During the day
the layer conies closer to the earth
because of additional ionization of
the molecules by the sun. At night,
during the absence of the sun, the
positive and negative portions of a
part of the molecules reunite, and
the layer rises from the earth. During the day the sky wave is very materially reduced by absorption from
the conducting Heaviside layer, and
so practically all of the energy comes
thru the ground waves, to all but
those receiving stations located close
to the transmitting station. At night,
both the ground and sky waves are
stronger so the received signal is
much stronger.
SKIPPING
The Heaviside layer
is always present then, but at varying heights. Due to the varying
height and possible uneven surface
at places, the angle of reflection of
the sky wave is constantly changing
so that the phase relation between
the ground and sky wave changes
with the consequent fading. With
very high frequency, low wavelengths, this effect of the Heaviside
layer is so marked that the radio
waves appear to skip over certain
localities entirely, and reception in
those places is impossible. That is,
the intensity of received signals first
decreases as the distance from the
transmitter is increased, reaching
a value too low to be observed at a
distance of 100 miles or so. As the
distance is further increased, the
signals become readable again. It
has been found, for instance, that a
wavelength of 16 meters jumps approximately 1300 miles ; 21 meters
skips 700 miles, 40 meters skips 175
miles etc., the amount of skip decreasing as the wavelength is increased. Above about 150 meters
the skip effect is neg ;igible.
:

RADIO PHYSICS COURSE
(Continued from page 167)
waves

travel outward from the
transmitting antenna, they may
be considered as taking the form of
ground waves and sky waves. The
ground wave is greatly weakened as
it travels thru obstructions like
frameworks of steel buildings, etc.
The sky wave apparently goes up
into the air perhaps fifty or a hundred miles and is reflected so that it
comes down again to combine with
the other wave which has travelled
along the earth. The two waves
arriving at the receiving aerial combine to produce the resulting wave
which affects the receiving apparatus. Since the sky waves travel a
much longer distance than the
ground waves Fig. 22, it is possible
that the two are not in phase with
each other when they meet. When
they are both in the same phase at
the time of meeting, the resultant
signal is strong when they differ in
phase the resulting signal is weak.
The constant variation in distance
travelled changes the phase relation
(Continued from page 154)
with consequent fading or swinging
of the signal. The reflecting action that should be applied to the plate
on the sky wave is explained by a of a 171 type tube is 180 volts. Any
theory advanced by Sir Oliver increase of this value merely
Heaviside.
shortens the life of the tube, and
Fifty or a hundred miles up, the affords no greater volume nor betatmosphere surrounding the earth tered quality. However, the output
;

.

When
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of the leading B eliminator manu.
facturers, with dozens of variable
resistors offered them, all choose

IZQ$TAT

can yo uafford

to risk
the success of
your power compact or receiver
by the use of a substitute?
There must be a reason for the
unanimous approval of CLARO.
STAT by the engineers of the
industry's leaders.
Here are only 4 reasons:
CLAROSTAT has a universal
variable resistance range of from
practically zero to 5,000,000 ohms.
CLAROSTAT has a current carrying capacity of 20 watts, which is
greater than that of any other
variable resistor, without the
slightest danger of packing, arcing
or crackling noises.
CLAROSTAT acts as the perfect
voltage control.
CLAROSTAT requires but one
hole to mount.

/lave you sent for your copy of "THE
GATEWAY TO BETTER RADIO"?
The edition is limited and you can't

afford to be without it. 32 pages covering
everything -- reception (all latest circuits),
transmission, amplification and battery elimination. Send 25c in stamps or
coin to Dept. R. M.

American Mechanical Labs.
285 North

6th St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

In Your Set

Tube life and efficiency, tone clarity
and accurate tuning-all depend ea
filament control.
AMPERITE, the only self- adjusting
filament control, regulates the tube
current that governs these vital
points. Eliminates hand -rheostats,
simplifies set-wiring.
Accepted as standard equipment by
every leading engineer, AMPERITE
is specified in all the feature circuits
in Radio Mechanics- HammarlundRoberts Hi -Q; New Day; Equamatic; Junior Broadcaster.
Write for FREE COPY of "The
Radiall Book" to Dept. R. M. -1.

*dial! Company

50 FRANKLIN ST., NEW YORK

Jhe "SELF-ADJUSTING" Rheartat

amiersonwommiimr

JANUARY RADIO MECHANICS WILL BE A
SUPER - HETERODYNE
ISSUE.
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of the Raytheon BH is considerably
in excess of 200 volts, at current
drains normally drawn from this
rectifier. Despite this fact, it is not
uncommon to see a design in which
the full output of the rectifier is applied to the 171 tube.
Therefore, in this design, a fixed
resistor is employed to reduce the
maximum voltage to its proper
value. This feature is vitally important, and should not be overlooked.
GENERAL INSTRUCTION

AVE W.\

t n^CtFitt)áRAT,i,rt,

This book tells in a new, simple, direct way how to build this new radio
set. 25c. at Daven dealers, or 30c.
by mail

We Guarantee

Success

NO

matter If totally inexperienced in

radio-anyone can build a successful
1928 Model Daven Bass Note Set-we
guarantee it
A set whose beauty and
clearness of reception will be the envy of
all. A set with a new purity and fullness
A set that brings in all the
of Tone.
deep notes in music, notes that are usually
muffled or lost.
!

Daven Engineers Will Help

If, after reading "How to Make a Daven
Bass Note Circuit," the set builder has the
slightest difficulty, our engineers-the men
who perfected this circuit and designed the
Daven parts which go into it-will give
personal advice and instruction.
Ever hear before of a radio parts
manufacturer making such a guarantee?

Our New Book

Shows how to assemble a Daven set that
has simple two control; equipped with new Daven
Balancer and Compensator for sharp easy
tuning. Charts of a new kind show every
part lifesize, with exact measurements for
wiring, etc. With its help anyone can
build a $150 radio set and save more than
half. Every radio enthusiast should have
it.
is economical of space;

dial

BASS NOTE CIRCUIT

Factory Built Daven Bass Note Sets
Those who are not interested in set building, but want the new completeness of
reception, the easy 2 -dial tuning, the sharp
selectiveness that the Bass Note Circuit
brings, will be interested to know that we
have bought a controlling interest in the
Port Manufacturing Company of Newark.
Write for Free Folder showing and describing complete Daven Bass Note Sets.

Address:

Port Manufacturing Co.. Radio Set Division of
Daven

N.J.

Radio

Corp.,

181

Summit St., Newark,

NEW 8TH EDITION
DAVEN MANUAL
This valuable book, newly
revised, explains Daven
Amplification in full detail, and shows hozo to
app.'y Daven Amplification to any set. At Daven
dealers, 25c. -30c by mail.

i A Or\g4N R

4AV
TRADE

male

"

a)eS/VOr..fneciilis/s'

IO

REGISTERED

SUMMIT STREET. NEWARK. N. J.
Complete Catalog of Daven Parts FREE
181

Practically all the apparatus is mounted
on a base board, 12 by 17 ins. A Bakelite front panel, 7 by 18 ins. carries the
variable resistances, an ammeter, a jack
and a switch. Before proceeding to the
actual mounting of the parts, attach four
wooden cleats to the base board. Two
of these cleats are 15/8 by 34 by 12 ins.
These are fastened along the 12 -in. edges,
with the 1 % -in. face against the base
board. Use 1 -in. No. 10 flat head wood
screws and insert them from the cleat
side. Be sure to counter sink them sufficiently so that the heads will be well
below the surface of the wood. The
other two cleats are 1
by
by 1354
ins. They are placed parallel with the
front and back edges of the base board.
All cleats are flush with the base board
edges.

/

MOUNTING TILE BASE BOARD PARTS

Before mounting any of the parts on
the base board, study the wire -less wiring diagram'. The exact location of each
part is given so that no difficulty should
be encountered on that score. In addition Dataprints 2 have been drawn full
scale, showing where each part is
mounted, the size of each hole, etc.
The following parts are mounted on
the base board: power transformer filter
condenser block, choke coils, tone filter,
impedaformer, automatic switch, two
sockets and two double resistor mounts.
Place the board before you so that the
This will be
17 -in. edge is in front.
called the f ront edge, since the panel is
finally fastened to it.
Put all the apparatus mentioned above
on the base board and locate them as in
the wire -less wiring diagram. The terminal side of the filter condenser block
faces toward the center of the board.
while the back edge of the block is flush
with the left hand side of the base board.
The front mounting screws of the condenser block are about 334 ins. from the
front panel. Use four z-in. No. 6 round
head wood screws for mounting the
block.
Directly opposite the condenser block
and in line with it, is the power transformer. Its terminals face toward the
center of the board and the back is flush
with the latter's right hand egde. Four
i Patent applied for.
s These can be obtained from the Pattern De.

partment, Radio Mechanics, Radio Hill, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

%-in. No. 6 round head wood screws will
hold this in place.
In the center, and flush with the rear
edge of the base board, is mounted the
filter choke, so that the terminals face
the front panel. The two sockets are
mounted in front of the terminals of the
condenser block and the power transformer. The arrows on the sockets point
toward the center of the base board.
Between the two sockets, and in line
with them, is fastened one of the double
resistor mounts. To fasten the sockets
and the resistor mount, use
-in. No.
6 flat head wood screws.
The tone filter goes in front of the
double resistor mount, with its terminals
to the left. The automatic switch is
mounted in the right, rear corner of the
base board. On the opposits side of the
choke coil is mounted the impedaformer
and the second double resistor mount.
The impedaformer is placed with its terminals facing the front, while the resistor mount is to the left of it and parallel
with the rear edge.
A binding post strip of 2 by 6 -in.
Bakelite, carries six binding posts. It is
attached to the rear left edge of the base
board.

/

MOUNTING THE PANEL PARTS

The panel is very simple to lay out and
to drill.
It holds three variable resistances, a short jack, a single -pole,
double -throw switch, and a 0 -50 milliammeter. The meter requires a 2 11 /16 -in.
hole, which must be cut with a fly cutter.
Looking at the front of the panel, the
parts are mounted as follows, from left
to right-variable resistance E -10, the
jack, resistance E -5, the switch and
finally another E -5 resistance. The ammeter is mounted directly above the first
E -5 resistance.
WIRING THE ELI MINA

OR

Before proceeding to the wiring instructions a correction must be made on
the wire -less wiring diagram. This was
noticed too late to correct, but the Data prints have been drawn correctly. The
error referred to is found in the letterinT
of the binding posts. They should react.
45, 90, 135,
from left to right, B
Input 1, Input 2. The input posts are
marked correctly.
The power transformer has three rows
of terminals. The upper one is not used.
The middle set of terminals is the secondary for lighting the filament of the
power tube. The three bottom terminals
are the primary, with the flexible leads
numbered 1 and 2 and the center ter-

-,

minal 5.
Connect terminal 1 of the power transof socket No. 1. Connect
former to
terminal 2 of the power transformer to
F of socket No. 1. Connect terminal 5,
lower center, of the power transformer
to terminal 2 of the ammeter.
Connect terminal 4, middle center, of
the power transformer to terminal 1 of
the 2,000 ohm bias resistor.
Terminals 3 and 6 on the power transformer are directly above the flexible
leads. Twist together a pair of leads and
connect them, through holes in the base
board, to terminals 3 and 6 of the power

F-
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THE MOST IMPORTANT
E DITORIAL

EVER

P UBLISHED

IN A
RADIO MAGAZINE
APPEARS 1N RADIO
ENGINEERING, PAGE
482, OF THE DECE MBER ISSUE.
IT SHOULD BE READ
BY EVERY MAN CON-

NECTED WITH THE
INDUSTRY.
A REPRINT OF THIS

EDITORIAL WILL BE

SENT YOU UPON
REQUEST.
OR BETTER,

SEND
TWO DOLLARS, WITH
THE COUPON BELOW,
FOR A YEAR'S SUB-

SCRIPTION.
RADIO ENGINEERING, INC.
RADIO HILL, POUCIIKEEPSIE, N. Y.
SEND FREE REPRINT OE DECEMBER EDITORIAL
ENCLOSED IS 52.00 FOR A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION

Name

Street
(:itv

Po,ition
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transformer. The other ends of the
twisted wires are connected to F and F --

Short Wave Kit
If you were going into the South American Jungles for months and months, you'd
take the very best of everything with you
equipment tested, tried, and true. You'd
be mighty careful about your safety, and
you want to KNOW you could keep in
touch with the World.
Commander Dyott,taking his expedition
to the unknown River of Doubt, away back
in Brazil, asked RADIO BROADCAST for
radio equipment-and RADIO BROADCAST gave him a receiver that could be
depended upon.
It was built around an S-M 635 Short
Wave Kit. You too can build one just
Eke it, exactly as the October RADIO
ENGINEERING shows you how. Then
you can listen to Commander Dyott's
expedition, and other explorers. And
maybe even more interesting, when the
static's bad and your regular set won't
turn out in it's regular style, your little
short -wave set will pull in the important
rebroadcasts in a way that will amaze
you -day in and day out.
The S-M 635 kit consists of four coils, a
coil socket, two short wave condensers,
and an antenna condenser. The price is
$23.00. Or you can buy the four plug -in
coils alone, covering the 18 to 150 meter
range with any standard .00014 condensers,
for $11.00 if you just ask your dealer for a
No. 117 short wave coil set.

-

220 & 221

Audio Transformers
Do you know

that

the unofficial report
of the largest telephone manufacturing company in the
world

set Silver Marshall 220 Audio
Transformers up as
the very finest they
have ever tested? Do
you know that you
can obtain these
same transformers
from your dealer at
$6.00 each- guaranteed?

the secret of quality
reproduction ?

Do you know

Have you your copy of "The Secret of
Quality "? It tells you simply and concisely how to get the most out of your
audio amplifier -how to get real quality.
It contains laboratory data never before
available even to many manufacturers.
It is the only authoritative treatise on all
types of audio amplification written in
non-technical language ever published.
It's freel Ask your dealer for a copy.
Prices 10% higher west of the Rockies.

SILVER- MARSHALL, INC.
Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, U.S.A.

834 W.

of the socket No. 2.
Connect P of socket No. 1 to terminal
1 of the choke coils.
Terminals 1 and 2
of the choke are two lugs on the lower
left hand terminal. Terminal. 3 is the
lower right hand one, and is connected
to terminal 6 of the condenser block.
Terminals 1, 3, and 5 are the upper ones
on the condenser block, while the lower
ones have been marked 2, 4 and 6.
Connect terminal 2 of the choke coil
to terminal 2 of the condenser block.
The two upper terminals of the choke are
connected together and a wire run from
this connection to terminal 1 of the condenser block.
Connect terminal 3 of the condenser
block to terminal 1 of the No. 2 E -5
resistor. Connect terminal 4 of the condenser block to the B- post. Connect
terminal 5 of this block to the 45 -volt
post.
Connect terminal 6 of the condenser
block to terminal 2 of the 2,000-ohm
resistance, and also to the terminal 2 of
the E -10 resistance.
Connect terminal 2 of the E-10 resistance to terminal 2 of No. 2 E -5 and
to terminal 2 of the No. 1 E -5 resistance.
Connect terminal 1 of the No. 2 E -5
resistance to the 90 -volt post. Connect
terminal 1 of the No. 1 E -5 resistance to
the 135 -volt post. '
Connect terminal 1 of the impedaformer, marked G, to G on socket No.
2. Connect terminal 2, marked B +, of
the impedaformer to terminal 1 of the
switch.
of
Connect terminal 3, marked A
the impedaformer to the B- post. Connect terminal 4, marked P, of the impedaformer, to terminal 1 of the 0.1megohm resistor. Connect terminal 5,
also on the P terminal of the impedaformer to Input No. 2.
Connect terminal 1 of the tone filter
to terminal 1 of the jack. Connect terminal 2 of the tone filter to 2 of the
jack. Connect terminal 3, marked P,
of the tone filter to P of socket No. 2.
Connect terminal 4, marked B +, of the
tone filter to terminal 1 of the 2,000-ohm
resistor. Connect terminal 2, marked F,
of tone filter to terminal 4, lower center,
of the condenser block.
Connect terminal 2 of the 0.1- megohm
resistor to terminal 3 of the switch. This
is the top terminal.
Connect terminal 1 of the E -10 resistance to the 45 -volt post. Connect
terminal 2 of the 10,000 -ohm resistance
to the 45 -volt post. Connect terminal 1
post. Conof the stabilizer to the
nect terminal 1 of the ammeter to B
Connect terminal 2 of the switch to

-,

B-

Input

-.

1.

Connect terminal 2 of the bias resispost.
tance to
Put a 1 -in. No. 6 round head machine
screw thrue one of the mounting holes
of the power transformer and put a
I.astite on the bottom of it. Similarly
put a screw through the base board and
mounting holes on the choke coils and
the condenser block and put Lastites on
the screws. Connect all these Lastites
together and run a wire from one of

B-

them to the
the cases.

B- post.

This

is

to ground

OPERATING THE ELIMINATOR

Insert the Raytheon tube and a type
171 power tube in the sockets, No. 1 and
No. 2 respectively. If only B power is
desired, omit the 171 tube and make no
connections to the input posts. For operating the stage of power amplification
it is advisible to plug in after the first
step of audio on your receiver. This is
done by inserting the tips of a loudspeaker cord into a plug, and connecting
the other two ends of the cord to the
binding posts marked Input. The loudspeaker is plugged into the jack on the

front panel.
The switch on the front panel has been
so connected that, thrown to the left,
resistance coupling is used for the power
tube and thrown to the right, impedance
is put into the coupling circuit. If you
are operating from a resistance coupled
amplifier in your receiver, results will
be more satisfactory if two or even the
entire three stages of amplification are
used in front of the power stage. The
switch must then be thrown to the left.
To use the amplifier in conjunction
with a transformer coupled audio system, the quality will be greatly improved
if the impedance is used. Try switching from one to the other and notice the
difference in quality and volume. The
voltage controls on the front panel, from
left to right are, detector, 90 and 135
volts.

Before connecting the eliminator and
the set, it is advisable to turn the knobs
as far to the left as possible. The output of the eliminator is about 200 to 250
volts. If this entire voltage is applied
to a 201 -A, the tube will be paralized
Turning the
and become inoperative.
knobs to the left cuts down the voltage.
The E -10 resistance, which is on the
extreme left of the panel, controls the
The two E-5
detector voltage.
resistances are, from left to right, 90 and
135 volts respectively.
The easiest way to connect the receiving set to the input of the power
amplifier is to buy a 5 -ft. loudspeaker
cord. Insért the tips into a plug as usual
and connect the other two ends to the
Input transformer posts. If your receiver is not provided with a jack after
the first audio stage, connect one end
of a wire to the plate of the first audio
tube. Connect the other end to one of
the output transformer' posts. The second output post' is then connected to the
90 volt binding post on the set.
It is not advisable to try any other
type but the 171 in the power tube socket.
First, the resistance in series with the
power tube plate voltage has been chosen
to give about 180 volts. Then again, the
bias resistor will give the exact C voltage
for the 171 only.
To do justice to both your set and
this eliminator, a good loudspeaker must
be used. To-day the market offers a
variety of reliable speakers at reasonable prices. With this outfit and a good
speaker you can sit back and be content
to know that for years to come you have
a combination to rival any of the best
receivers.
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(Continued from page 166)
that I had let the soldering iron
burn a hole in one of her rugs, or
something. Just to set things right
I tuned in one of the Chicago stations right away. Luckily I knew
there was a specially goad program
on at WLS. Say, you should have
seen their faces change. Says she,
"How did you do that ?" very much
surprised..
They were a little more friendly
then, so I sat down and told them
how to operate the set in the way
that I knew they would want to
hear the set work. I talked to
them as if they had a music box
instead of a radio set. Like this
"Get your evening paper and see
from the programs what is on that
you want to hear. See this list of
local stations I made in the front
of your log book when I installed
the set? All right. When you decide what station you want, turn
both dials together so that they are
on the right numbers" -and I
showed them how to move the dials
-"like this," and I tuned in
another station.
As I did that they watched me
in amazement. Guess they hadn't
seen a real radio set since the days
when a fellow almost had to have
an engineer's license to run one,
and they hadn't taken any interest
much in theirs because they
thought a radio set was just one
dial twist after another. -You see,
I didn't teach them how to tune in
everything. I only showed them
how to get the locals that would
come in with good quality.
A couple of days ago I ran into
Mr. Clayton on the street, and
asked him if he had heard the new
set. "Boy," he said, "it's the most
remarkable thing the way my
daughter can handle that set. Why
she can tune 'em in right on the
nose, and such music as she can
get out of it. I'll tell you something else, too. She has sense
enough to tune in a good station
and then leave it alone. All my
friends spoil the programs by everlastingly twisting the dials just in
the middle of a good program."
Which was a good joke, but I
didn't want to tell him that the reason his daughter handled the set
so much to his liking was that she
didn't know enough about the set
to do anything else
:

!

Mare than 20 of the important
circuit designs of the season,
specifically call for MAR -CO

controls. Put them on whatever

set you build -they add the

"professional air" that characterizes a 1927 model set. $3.50 complete, including the template that
makes panel drilling so simple
you can't go wrong.

*MAR*

co

¿lluminate4 Controls

How to Build
Long Distance Radio Sets
By M. B. SLEEPER

A splendidly illustrated book, giving all construction details of tried and tested designs. The most complete set
building details ever presented in book form. This is a
special edition, so that the number of copies available is
limited. Order at once- Postpaid-50c.

RADIO ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, INC.
Radio Hill

Poughkeepsie,

N. Y.

Radio Mechanics

Are You a Super-Hound?
If you aren't, you will be when you see
RADIO MECHANICS next month
Or If you are, get on the trail of these:
MAN O' WAR
An eight-tube super -heterodyne which introduces the "Battleship" type of mechanical design, an
original development from Radio Hill Man O' War, built around Silver- Marshall equipment, produces such quality as you can seldom hear from other supers.
(Dataprints now available. Price, postpaid, $2.00)

THE HUNDRED DOLLAR NAME
Mystery still surrounds the details of this extraordinary super. We can't even tell you the name of
it, for which a $100.00 prize was paid. But get the dope about it in February RADIO MECHANICS.
It's the kind of a set for the man who has always wanted a real, high -power super- heterodyne, but
never quite dared to tackle such a job. This set is designed in such a way that, with a little assistance,
the parts just fall together.
(Dataprints now available.

Price, postpaid, $1.00)

TC ON A. C.
The best way for a man to assure himself of peaceful pursuit of his radio hobby is to first provide the
family with the best receiving set he can make for them. Such an outfit is the TC receiver.
For two years it has demonstrated its capabilities as a radio set. Now it is presented as a thoroughly
house -broken type of receiver for full A, B, and C operation on the A.C. current supply. -No batteries
or chargers are required for this set.

You can't buy a set like this at any price, but you can build it for less than the cost of an ordinary,
factory-built outfit and accessories.
(Dataprints now available. Price, postpaid, $1.00)

UP OUR SLEEVE
We can't tell you all the other things that we are
getting ready to show you how much fun it is to play
with radio, but you always know that M. B. Sleeper
is the man who can find them for you. There's the
Atwater Kent set that runs entirely from A.C.,
Boston's new loop set, more about short waves, new
kinks about installing complete sets, and no end of
things to make life interesting -Don't let yourself
miss them-USE THIS COUPON

Radio Mechanics, Inc.
Radio Hill, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Enclosed is $2.00, for which send me the next 12 issues
of Radio Mechanics, starting with the big February issue.
Name
Street
City

State

P.S. If you are in the radio business check here
and we will send you free a sample copy of Radio

Engineering.
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EVERYTHING IN RADIO
The new 1!1"_7 edition of the Barawilr Catalog
and Guide contains 164 pages of radio's newest
developments, everything that a real fan will
need from the complete factory -built set to the
smallest screw, including labor- saving devices.
tools, power supply units, amplifier equipment;
in fact, everything ghat is necessary in general
radio work and amateur work. Standard equipment of the best -known manufacturers at
tremendous savings.
Besides the complete radio line, there s shown
a selection of electrical goods. household appliances. auto accessories and articles necessary in
the home -all at a big saving in price.
Write today for your free copy. Also please Include names of other fans you know would bel

USE THESE COILS
AND IMPROVE ANY
RADIO RECEIVER!

o
fi!°

ENSITIVE

INDUCTANCE UNITS

interested.

THE BARAWIK COMPANY

540 -567 Monroe St., Chicago, U. S. A.

ABC ELIMINATOR
KIT
parts
this
Includes all

required as specified in

issue.

$ 74.00

Will ship prepaid if full price accompanies order. Orders

shipped same day received.
Builders try our discounts.

Dealers and Professional Set

52 page Catalog FREE on request.
All Silver- Marshall parts in stock. New Infradyne

ready. Also Nine-in -Line Receiver.

Chicago, Ill.

First Again
M. B. Sleeper now offers to readers of

Radio Mechanics the

KIT

RADIO FREQUENCY

$12.00

now

SHURE RADIO CO.
19F-21 S. Wells Street

TUNED

The Aero Coil Tuned Radio Frequency Kit illustrated
above will positively improve the performance of any
receiver. Patented Aero Coil construction eliminates
radio frequency losses and brings tremendous improvement in volume, tone and selectivity. Kit consists of
three matched units. The antenna coupler has variable
primary. Uses .00035 condenser. 8 page color circuit,
layout and instruction sheet for building the supersensitive 5 tube Aero -Dyne receiver packed FREE with each
kit. Extra copies, 75c each. Instructions inc_ude insert
showing how i.o wire up for a power tube if desired.

Extension Set Builder's Service
An entirely new idea, now giving set
builders who work from M. B. Sleeper
Dataprints quick and sure construction
service to assure the success of their work.
This return mail service, handled by men
experienced in the design of these sets, affords quick and intelligent help for any
troubles which may be encountered.
Now you can buy your parts from your
local' dealer, as before, but you don't need
to rely on his guesswork if something goes
wrong. You can get positive information
by return mail from the Extension Set
Builder's Service.
SEE PAGE 183.

L O W

W A V E

T U N E R

K

I

T

$12.50
Completely interchangeable. Adapted by experts and
amateurs. Range 15 to 130 meters. Includes three coils
and base mounting, covering U. S. bands, 20, 40 and 80
meters. You can increase the range of this short wave
tuner by securing coils Nos. 4 and 5. Combined range
of 15 to 550 meters. Both interchangeable coils fit sanie
base supplied with short wave kit and use the same condensers. Coil No. 4, price $4.00 ; Coil No. 5, price $4.00.
Get these coils from your nearest dealer. If
he should be out of stock, order direct from
the factory.

AERO PRODUCTS, INC.
Dept. 114, 1772 Wilson Avenue, Chicago, III.
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POWER. AMPLIFIER.

MAKES your present Radio Set the last word in
Fidelity of Reproduction, -and supplies all B and
C current from the lamp socket.

Designed on sound engineering principles in collaboration with
Arthur H. Lynch and James Millen, it combines a B- Power -Supply

and complete Audio -Amplifier of the highest type. It is made to use
either the Raytheon BH or Rectron Rectifying Tube. Each unit
is newly designed for heavy and continuous duty, built to established NATIONAL standards.

The NATIONAL Power Amplifier is designed to plug directly
into the detector- output of any Radio set and has one stage of
NATIONAL Impedaformer and two stages of resistance coupling
with Lynch Resistors. Output from the UX -171 semi -power tube
is through a NATIONAL Tone Filter, protecting the loud speaker
and still further improving quality. All of the parts mount on
a drilled and cored metal base.
Sold in complete kit form, including Raytheon BH Tube and
every accessory and piece of wire required (except audio tubes).
Easily assembled in an evening. Price $85.00.

The units are also sold separately.

For home and professional set -builders-for dealers' custom trade.
NATIONAL products are built to engineering standards of
excellence. Anyone who has ever built a set using NATIONAL
BROWNING -DRAKE Coils and Transformers knows what that means.
Send for Bulletin
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been specially designed to save space in the
construction
of
power tube
output filters, now so generally
required
between
the
power tube plate of a Radio
set and the speaker-for protection of speaker windings
and improvement of tone quality. An output device of this
kind is recommended with
the 1'N -171 and all other
high -voltage power tubes.
Price
$3.50

MFD
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Mfd. TOBE Condenser
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LESLIE F. MUTER CO.

USG litt

The

denser is of the short-path type, is
cased in a substantial metal container with heavy lugs, for attachment to baseboard or sub -panel and
is equipped with new and unique
base terminals, for shortness of wiring and safety. These terminals are
not found on any other make of condenser.
In the characteristic TOBE silvered
No.

complete catalog? Write
Dept. R. M.

etw rv..:wo
nso list
Five P.S. Double Throw
Mr Sy, 252.

This is a new line of TOBE
High -Voltage Condensers, for 900
volts continuous operating voltage.
The advent of the Raytheon BH
Tube has made necessary condensers
for higher working voltages than
those formerly employed, in cases
where the B- Eliminator Transformers
deliver voltages in excess of 300

finish,
No.

May we send you our

Tripe Pole, De.ble Th,00

The New TOBE 400 -Volt
Condenser

volts.

-for the 1927 Season

D..le

1030

I

Dependable
Products

Single Pole, Amble Thrace
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.

M1i°1fd"il:ï

Switches

o,

w. A. Ready. Pres.- Cambridge. Mass.
Makers of NATIONAL BROWNING -DRAKE Coils and R. F. Transformers,
Impedaformers, Condensers, Power Transformers. etc., for Radio.

116 -RM.

NEW
Smelt Nn. 2020

NATIONAL CO., INC., Engineers and Manufacturers

Co.
Tobe Deutschmann
of Technical Apparatus

Engineers, Manufacturers

and

I

mportera

Cambridge, Mass.
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PRODUCTS
Sold Only by
Authorized AmerTran
Dealers

The AmerTran

De Luxe Audio

Transformer

Made in 2 Types
$10.00 Each

ArsI}zMi1rt

Those Who Know in Radio

The AmerTran
Power Transformer
Type PF -52
Type PF -52 Is intended for use
in the better type of tower supply developments. It will convert
the standard 110 -volt, 60-cycle
u lterttating house -lighting current
to a higher voltage for the plate.
and lower Voltage for filament
supply.

Price $18.00 Each

The AmerChoke
Type 854
This is a scion} ifleally designed
impedance or choke coil of general utility, designed primarily
for use in filter ircuits. As an
output iID pedance for by- passing
direct current from the hood
spec her it is both efficient and
economies I.

Those who take their radio seriously such as
experienced engineers and experimenters, use
AmerTran De Luxe Audio Transformers. And
the reasons are true tone quality and realistic
reproduction which result from ideal amplification.
These men know by test and comparison that the
AmerTran De Luxe makes a transformer coupled
amplifier excelling all other forms of amplifiers.
They know, too, how well the AmerTran De Luxe
performs in Power Supply Developments. Used
with other AmerTran Products, it will make a power
unit capable of dependable, satisfactory service.
Every AmerTran De Luxe is manufactured to
maintain a high laboratory standard. Its improved
performance recommends it especially to those
seeking "better than the average" radio reception.

)

Write for free booklet "Improving the
Audio Amplifier." It contains valuable
technical data.

Price $6.00 Each

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY
178 Emmet St., Newark, N. J.
"Transformer Builders for over Twenty -six Years."

At,,£T,RTiiEN
AmerTran Types
and AF -6

AF-7

AmerTran Audio Transformers.
t >pes AF -7 and AF-6, have been
considered for years among the
leaders in audio amplification.
These popular and efficient models
are made in two type -AF -7
(ratio 3ÿi:1) -AF -6 Iratio 5:1

$5.00 Each
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Chart shows effect of Automatic Vañáble
Coupling over entire tuning range
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Automatic Variable Coupling

-WAVELENGTH

HIGH

-

A new feature -same control operates tuning
condenser and primary coil at same tine. Gives
maximum and equal amplification and selectivity
over entire tuning

range

-

At Last Even Amplification
On All Wave Lengths !

Get This Book
The

roost

complete

instruction book ever
written. Covers every
A.B.C. landetail.
guage.

25c.

NO matter how many sets you
have bought or built in search of
perfect reception, you know it has
always been impossible to secure
even and maximum amplification over
the entire tuning range. Between 300
and 400 meters reception is usually
good, but above 400 the sensitivity
and selectivity are poor, and below
cat- calls-howls -radiation300
oscillation!
Now for the first time in a home -built
set, the New Hi -Q Receiver overcomes
this great weakness with Automatic
(Note illustraVariable Coupling.
tion and chart above.)

-

This modern feature actually does give
even and maximum transfer of energy
over the entire wave band -from lowest to highest stations. A 250 or a
550 meter station is as clear as a 400
meter signal. Distortion is eliminated.
Oscillation is overcome. Selectivity is
remarkable. And on all stations you
have a clarity of tone which establishes totally new standards,

Parts are GUARANTEED and have
been selected for perfect synchronization. Complete group costs $63.05.
Ask your dealer or send 25 cents for
the "How to Build" Book.

ammarlund
ROBERTS
HiQ

High

Ratio of reactance to resistance.

HAMMARLUND- ROBERTS, Inc.

High Ratio -Great Selectivity- -Loud Signals.

1182 -K Broadway, New York

1

M. B. Sleeper
January. 1927
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